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released. 
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Yankees one game from being 
world champs. 
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Falcons to play OU this weekend. 
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The News' 
Briefs 
Don't forget to turn 
back your clock 
Clocks need to be turned 
back on Oct. 27 at 2 a.m. 
Klein takes new po- 
sition at The New 
Yorker 
NEW YORK - Joe Klein, 
the formerly anonymous 
author of "Primary Colors," 
will Join The New Yorker in 
December, the magazine 
announced Thursday. 
Klein, SO, will leave his 
job as political reporter and 
columnist for Newsweek to 
write The New Yorker's 
"Letter from Washington" 
column, said editor Tina 
Brown. 
He replaces Michael Ke- 
lly, who is taking over edi- 
torship of The New Repub- 
lic. 
"Joe Klein is a superb re- 
porter and analyst, as he 
proved at Newsweek, and a 
real writer, as he proved 
with 'Primary Colors.' 
That"s a combination you 
don't often come across," 
Brown said. 
Klein had emphatically 
denied being "Anonymous," 
the author of the fictional 
behind-the-scenes tale of 
the 1992 presidential pri- 
maries that many specu- 
lated was written by 
someone inside the Clinton 
administration. 
He owned up to his work 
only after The Washington 
Post identified him through 
handwriting analysis, and 
fellow journalists were out- 
raged by his elaborate den- 
ials. 
Klein took a brief leave 
from Newsweek and re- 
signed his consultant posi- 
tion with CBS News in July, 
apologizing for any trouble 
bis lies caused the network. 
Klein had received a 
National Head]iner Award 
in 1994 for his Newsweek 
column, "Public Lives." 
Prom 1987 to 1992, he was a 
political columnist at New 
York magazine. 
He has written articles 
and book reviews for The 
New Republic, The New 
York Times, The Washing- 
ton Post, Life and Rolling 
Stone, and authored two 
nonfiction books, "Payback: 
Five Marines After Viet- 




CINCINNATI - A Cincin- 
nati company is recalling 
nearly 12,000 plastic Hal- 
loween candy buckets be- 
cause the paint used on 
them has lead in it. 
The palls look like jack-o- 
lanterns, skulls or Franken- 
stein heads. 
The U.S. Consumer Prod- 
uct Safety Commission said 
it found high levels of lead 
In black, yellow and red 
paint on the buckets. The 
paint can cause lead poison- 
ing if eaten by a young 
child. 
The treats palls have been 
sold in sets of six, with a 
label that says "Happy Hal- 
loween" and includes the 
name of the company, 
Direct Source Internation- 
al. 
There was no answer at 
the company's headquar- 
ters Thursday night. 
Consumers are urged to 
return the items to stores 
for refunds. 
Compiled from staff and 
wire reports. 
Tipper's cool 
Tht AiaacUted PRH 
Eight-month-old Stour Ross wears his "Keep our country chipper ... vote for Al and Tipper" hat for 
while riding on his mother's, Shawns Ross,' shoulder In Michigan during Tipper Gore's tour. 
City tables plan, 
awaits decision 
on redistricting 
Debate will address religion 
Dawn Keller 
The BC News 
A Christian philosopher will be 
at the University next week to 
discuss the existence of God, if 
there is one true religion and safe 
sex. 
Michael Homer, who has lec- 
tured at 13 American universi- 
ties, said he wants to discuss the 
issues with the community. 
"I really enjoy coming to cam- 
puses and interacting with stu- 
dents," he said. 
Homer will debate philosophy 
professor Loren Lomasky in the 
Union ballroom Oct. 28 at 7:30 
p.m. about the existence of God. 
Homer said he will give evi- 
dence that it is highly probable 
that God exists. 
"There is no absolute certain 
proof that he does exist, but there 
is no way to disprove it either," 
Homer said. "You can prove with 
a high degree of probability that 
God exists." 
Homer said he wants people to 
know they do not have to be anti- 
intellectual to believe in Chris- 
tianity. 
"You don't have to toss your 
brains out the window to believe 
See RELIGION, page three. 
Jay Young 
The BG News 
The Bowling Green City Coun- 
cil has tabled a redistricting pro- 
posal as they appeal a decision 
made last year declaring the cur- 
rent one unconstitutional. 
Student Legal Service won a 
case against the city last fall 
when a U.S. magistrate judge 
ordered the city to develop a plan 
to change the way citizens are 
represented on City Council. 
The city currently uses a four- 
ward system. The University, 
which is located in Ward One, is 
home to 45 percent of Bowling 
Green's population, according to 
the 1990 census. Wards two 
through four contain 22.3, 12.4 
and 20.3 percent of the popula- 
tion, respectively. 
Student Legal Services argued, 
and the court agreed, the system 
is unfair to students. 
The city appealed the decision 
in federal district court, but it 
was upheld. The city is appealing 
that decision to the United States 
6th District Court of Appeals in 
Cincinnati. The court of appeals 
has agreed to take the case and 
both parties are in the process of 
filing briefs. 
The appeal Is based on the ci- 
ty's original argument, according 
to City Attorney Mike Marsh. In 
the past, the city has claimed the 
current system is easy for citi- 
zens to understand and allows for 
better auxiliary services. 
Rodney Fleming, SLS manag- 
ing attorney, said he feels the 
magistrate's decision will be 
upheld in this second appeal. 
"I'm confident that the de- 
cision will be upheld in appeal," 
Fleming said. "At the same time, 
they have apparently come up 
with a plan that they feel is 
within the constitutional limits." 
At the same time. City Council 
has tabled a proposal that would 
place 3,910,4,043, 3,758 and 4,049 
registered voters in wards 1-4, 
respectively. 
"We're waiting now 
for a decision to come 
back from the court, 
and that could take 
years. It is time that, 
it be resolved. It is 
ridiculous that we 
have dragged it on 
this long." 
Sarah Ogdahl 
Ward One councilwoman 
Sarah Ogdahl, Ward One coun- 
cilwoman, said Census data 
should be used instead to make 
sure everyone is represented. 
"Personally, I think using reg- 
istered voter numbers is wrong," 
Ogdahl said. "I just can't get 
anyone else on Council to agree 
that we need to redistrict using 
Census numbers." Ogdahl called 
for an executive session after 
Monday's Council meeting to 
discuss the current plan. After 
the session, she said she has no 
hope a new plan will be put in 
place without a court order. 
"We're waiting now for a de- 
cision to come back from the 
court, and that could take years," 
Ogdahl said. "It is time that it be 
resolved. It is ridiculous that we 
have dragged it on this long." 
The next appeal in the case 
would be to the Supreme Court. 
Fleming said there is a possi- 
bility of the case reaching the 
high court. 
"I think it has a chance. I don't 
think it has a good chance," 
Fleming said. "I don't believe 
that the issues are unique enough 
that the Supreme Court would 
want to take it. If the court of ap- 
peals were to overrule the other 
two judges, it would be more 
likely that the Supreme Court 
would take it." 
New BG golf course under development 
Jack Buehrer 
The BG News 
The city of Bowling Green will 
be the site of a new $13 million 
golf course and housing commu- 
nity currrently being developed 
by the Toledo-based Cavalear 
Reality Company. 
Cavalear has teamed up with 
Arthur Hills, one of America's 
most respected golf course de- 
signers - and fellow Toledoan - 
to complete this project. 
Ground was broken in August 
for Stone Ridge Golf Club, which 
will be located at the intersection 
of Bowling Green West and Win- 
tercrest Roads. The housing 
community consists of 282 
single-family homes and 92 villa 
sites, while the golf facility will 
include a par-72, 18-hole cham- 
pionship course, a driving range 
and a pro shop with a bar and 
grill on the first level. Bill Wilc- 
zynski, Cavalear sales manager 
for Stone Ridge, said this project 
has been in the works for some 
time. 
"The original developers were 
from Bowling Green, and they 
came up with the idea for a golf 
course in the late 1980s," Wilc- 
zynski said. "They ran into stone 
walls in the development and 
presented [Cavalear] with this in 
early 1996. We came in with the 
intentions of building a golf 
course as well as a housing de- 
velopment." 
While Cavalear currently has 
two other projects in the works, 
CEO Duane Ankney has high 
hopes for his newest develop- 
ment. 
"We have three major com- 
munities under construction at 
the present time," he said. "Right 
now, Stone Oak Country Club in 
Toledo is near completion, and 
The Quarry in Monclova Town- 
ship is almost a third of the way 
done. Even though we've just 
started with Stone Ridge, the ex- 
citing thing is we've sold quite a 
bit of inventory already. Ob- 
viously that pleases us a great 
deal." 
According to Wilczynski and 
Ankney, over 50 percent of the 
single-family lots and 75 percent 
of the villa lots have already been 
sold. Most of the single-family 
homesites will overlook fair- 
ways, greens and lakes on the 
golf course, while the villa sites 
will be located in four separate 
clusters in the community. The 
See COURSE, page three. 
Artwalk features array of works 
Tonya Markul 
The BG News 
Downtown Bowling Green will 
be the site for the third annual 
"Autumn Artwalk" on Oct. 25-27. 
According to Jennifer Buskey, 
director of the downtown busi- 
ness association, there will be an 
array of art from a grouping of 
eight galleries located In various 
historic downtown buildings, all 
of which are in short walking dis- 
tances. 
"The event brings the commu- 
nity downtown to enjoy a diver- 
sity of art and to give them 
awareness of art they may not 
normally see," Buskey said. 
"Some galleries will offer light 
refreshments  and  have  artists 
present to talk about their work." 
In addition to this free event, 
there may be an outdoor jazz cafe 
open, weather permitting. There 
are also restaurants 
close to the Artwalk for people to 
grab a bite to eat. 
Buskey said there is going to 
be a variety of arts that anyone at 
any age can appreciate. 
'Tor Instance, there will be oil 
paintings, quilts, knitting, jew- 
lery and crafts," she said. "It 
should be an enjoyable experi- 
ence for all of the public." 
Louis Hubbell-Staeble, partner 
with Renaissance Art and Frame, 
said, "The public can get to see 
fine art - this event is creating 
an awareness of art in general." 
The Artwalk features works by 
local and regional artists in 
mixed mediums, all of which help 
the community in becoming 
more artistically aware. 
"It will open the community's 
eyes to the many aspects of art in 
that it literally surrounds us on 
all sides," Cassandra Webber, 
sophomore, graphic design 
major. 
The University Fine Arts 
Center will also be contributing 
to this event, 'Special Sunday at 
2,' featuring the Graduate Saxo- 
phone Quartet and refreshments 
provided by Grounds for 
Thought. 
Searching 
The Ai.ocl.Ird Pre. 
Billy Gasset of the U.S. Navy searches the muddy bottom of a 
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E.A.R. to the ground 
A big thanks to the Atlanta Braves for choking 
and making it a World Series worth watching. 
We've been lucky up until now, but we think 
the luck's run out — break out the heavy winter coats 
and gloves, and prepare for yet another winter, BG- 
style. 
Something rather refreshing seems to be going 
on in the Union computer lab the past couple of days 
— space! Seems as though the lines have become 
shorter and faster-moving. It's Just what cyber- 
minded students like us need as we head into the 
21st century. Or, when we need to check our email. 
We're heading into halloween, kiddies! Time to 
find the perfect costume for those holiday parties. Our 
favorites — a Hershey's Kiss, any KISS band member 
(in make-up, please) and cross-dressing of any sort. 
Oh, and if you can snag us some candy (anything 
chocolate), we'll be your BEST friend. 
What the hey is up with Bob Dole's senior ad- 
viser asking Ross Perot to drop out of the presiden- 
tial race and endorse Dole? Doesn't that seem a little 
strange? Maybe Perot is a closet Clinton fan. Hmm ... 
With all the wildfires out in California, it's be- 
coming a Bad Obsession keeping Axl Rose's house 
safe. A cold November Rain would be good right now, 
though. A little Patience and the fire should go out. 
At least now everything's fine, so Don't Cry, but be- 
ware. Anything Goes. A little more fire and poor Axl 
would be Knockin' on Heaven's Door. And then his 
house would just be Dust and Bones. 
The BG News 
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This isn't necessarily the news 
Normally. I find the nightly 
news depressing, dull, and a 
waste of time (particularly when 
The Simpsons are on). Every so 
often however, there Is a story 
that uplifts the human spirit, 
a story that touches the soul, a 
story so bizarre that it could 
only be TRUE. I present here 
three stories of this nature, tak- 
ing no credit for doing anything 
but watching TV. 
Recently a man from the 
Cleveland. Ohio area had his 
truck stolen, taken for a loyrlde. 
and crashed into a nearby tele- 
phone pole. This is not Just an- 
other criminal. That's right, the 
car-thief is a ... STRAY DOG. 
The Cleveland area man had 
picked up a stray dog on his 
way to the store. Since he Just 
had to get a couple of items, the 
man left his truck running 
when he went inside. The dog 
was bored apparently, and 
started pawing at the gear shift, 
knocking It into 'drive."The dog 
managed to drive the length of 
five football fields before crash- 
ing into a telephone pole. 
Luckily for us. reporters at 
the scene had Just invested in 
the new "Doggy Translator." 
and were able to ask the dog a 
few questions before it escaped 
once again. Even more luckily. 
1 "managed" to get a copy of the 
transcript to print here. 
Q: "Why did you put the 
truck into drive?" 
Mather 
A: "If I wouldve put it In 
neutral, I wouldn't have gotten 
on TV, now would I?" 
Q: "What do vou have to 
say to the owner of the truck?" 
A: "That I'm sorry for 
damaging his truck and aarrf 
buy me woof aarrf dog woof 
woof food (note: some Doggy 
words do not directly translate). 
I have to thank my sister 
for staying up one night Just to 
hear this story. 
Imagine, If you will, that 
you are a middle-aged woman 
working in Cleveland. (This was 
hard for me. and I imagine it 
will be hard for a lot of you too. 
I've never worked In Cleveland 
either.) Imagine that after a 
hard day of work you come 
home, pull in the driveway, and 
discover that you've been 
robbed. The thieves have taken 
everything in your garage. You 
look up and realize that, as a 
matter of fact, they've taken the 
whole garage. 
This really happened to a 
Cleveland woman recently. 
There had not been a tornado, 
the rest of the house was stiti 
Intact, but her whole garage 
and everything Inside oflt was 
missing. Just as she was try- 
ing to figure the whole thing 
out. the phone rang. Could it 
be someone with an explana- 
tion, or was it Just her friend 
Nancy from across the street? 
Before I give you the phone call, 
I want to remind everyone one 
more time that this story Is ab- 
solutely true. 
"Hello?" 
"Jill? This Is Nancy from 
across the street. You would 
NOT BELIEVE the day I've had. 
The kids got up late, so I had 
to drive them to school. That 
made me late to work, where I 
broke a nail, and found out we 
lost the Chla-Pet account. Then 
when I got home, I found out 
the contractors we had hired to 
tear down our garage hadn't 
shown up. Jill. I- Jill? Hello?... 
Was it something I said?" 
This last story did not 
happen this year, or for that 
matter, in this country. I fear 
however, that I may not remem- 
ber all of the details, since it 
happened so long ago. I will do 
my best to tell this story exactly 
as it happened. 
As I remember it. this 
story took place somewhere in 
Greece. I do not know the 
names of those involved, or 
even any Greek names. To be 
honest, the only foreign lan- 
guage I know is Spanish, so I 
will give the people in this story 
Spanish names. I don't care if 
you don't like It, you can't stop 
me. Their names were Eduardo 
and Lolita. Now for the story. 
Eduardo and Lolita were 
having a bug problem. Their 
bugs were coming through the 
sewer system, up the pipes and 
into the sinks and toilet. Finally 
one day Lolita had enough. She 
bought some Navy Seal Raid- 
ing Nitroxus Thermonuclear 
Bug Deodorizing Spray. She 
sprayed It where ever there 
were pipes. NOTE: This in- 
cluded the toilet. 
It was about this time 
Eduardo came home from 
work, regretting the burrito he 
had for lunch. Before Lolita 
could say otherwise. Eduardo 
rushed in and used the toilet. 
The toilet still had the thermo 
nuclear bug spray on II' 
OUCH!! 
You  may be  thinking 
"That's kind of funny, In a slci 
sort of way. But It's not tha 
funny." You're right. The funn" 
part happened when the para 
medics came to take Eduardo 
to the hospital. As they wen: 
carrying him down the stairs. 
the asked Eduardo how he huri 
himself. When he told them, the 
medics started laughing so 
hard they dropped Eduardo 
down the stairs. Now thatls 
funny. (Unless of course, you 
are Eduardo). 
■THE t»sT I« WMR'CAM JMMl'sM.; 
Leadership needed in black community 
The Million Man March of 
October. 1995 was the largest 
public demonstration of African 
Americans In US history. 
Deplte the controversies sur- 
rounding the event. Including 
the exclusion of black women 
from the mobilization, most 
black Americans felt an Incred- 
ible sense of empowerment 
from the March. Many hoped 
that this demonstration would 
mark a renaissance of black 
male activism and a commit- 
ment to black unity. 
But even at the March It- 
self, there were signs that these 
goals would be difficult to 
achieve. Farrakahn's keynote 
address at the March was 
widely recognized, even by 
many of his supporters, as dis- 
appointing at best. More than 
two hours long, it was rambling 
and occasslonally nearly inco- 
herent. Unlike Martin Luther 
King Jr.'s "I Have A Dream" 
speech at the 1963 March on 
Washington, which succinctly 
captured the political mood of 
the times. Farrakhan's address 
lacked a political strategy which 
could bring together the broad- 
est democratic forces within 
our community. The emphasis 
on "atonement" and personal 
responslbllty seemed to paral- 
lel the conservative, patriarchal 
rhetoric of the Christian Coali- 
tion and the Republicans' Con- 
tract With America. This Is why 
Republican vice presidential 
candidate Jack Kemp, a white 
conservative, extends praise 
Marabl 
and support to Farrakhan, a 
black nationalist: both men es- 
sentially agree on self-help and 
private enterprise. 
The principal political in- 
strument which could have ex- 
panded the tremendous popu- 
lar support sparked by the 
March was the National African 
American Leadership summit. 
The Summit had been estab- 
lished by Benjamin Chavls 
when he was still executive di- 
rector of the NAACP. In June, 
1994, Chavls called together 
over one hundred prominent 
African Americans to the 
NAACP headquarters In Balti- 
more, to establish a process 
which would build a national 
coalition of black organizations. 
Two months later, Chavls 
was fired from his NAACP po- 
sition under charges of 
financial and sexual impropri- 
ety. He quickly found a de- 
fender and patron In 
Farrakhan. With his support. 
Chavls was able to maintain the 
Summit, which evolved into a 
non-profit coalition of more 
than two hundred black 
groups. Many of these organi- 
zations reflected the black na- 
tionalist orientation of a signifi- 
cant segment of the African- 
American middle class: black 
sororities and fraternities, 
black professional organiza- 
tions in medicine, social work, 
law and engineering, and busi- 
ness associations such as the 
World Africa Chamber of Com- 
merce. Largely missing, how- 
ever, was representation from 
black trade unions, progressive 
groups, black feminists organi- 
zations, civil rights formations 
and black elected officials. 
In the national mobiliza- 
tion for the March in 1995, 
more than       400 local 
organizing committees were 
formed. Thousands of black 
men who had never been ac- 
tively involved In political orga- 
nization stepped forward. The 
historical stage was set for the 
construction of an authentic 
black united front, similar per- 
haps to the Natllnal Negro Con- 
gress, founded by A. Philip 
Randolph in the Great Depres- 
sion during the 1930s. 
But history did not repeat 
Itself. Randolph was a demo- 
cratic socialist, and the militant 
leader of the Brotherhood of 
Sleeping Car Porters. His vision 
of politics was based in the ac- 
tivism of the black working 
class. Even as NAACP leader. 
Chavls had alienated many 
prominent black trade union- 
ists by endorsing NAFTA. He 
displayed little interest in or- 
ganizational details or manage- 
ment skill. Neither Farrakhan 
nor Chavls have had much ex- 
perience in building broad coa- 
litions with groups who hold 
widely divergent beliefs and 
philosophies. Moreover, be- 
cause Chavis apparently be- 
lieves that his own political des- 
tiny is tied to Farrakhan's. he 
has been unwilling or unable 
to define a truly independent 
role for himself. This contrib- 
utes to the perception, unfairly 
or not, that Chavls has become 
merely a mouthpiece for 
Farrakhan and the Nation of 
Islam. 
In a city like Detroit, for 
example, there were more than 
one dozen different local com- 
mittees which were created by 
the March. As one local activ- 
ist explained to me. these new 
leaders were "Ideologically all 
over the map." Some have long 
histories of struggle and prac- 
tical experience as community 
organizers, while others were 
Inexperienced and virtually 
unknown. A similar situation 
existed all over the country. 
These organizational weak- 
nesses In the structure and 
administration of the Leader- 
ship Summit contbuted to a 
lack of direction and focus, 
driving away many young Afri- 
can Americans who had been 
inspired to activism by the Mil- 
lion Man March. 
Dr. Manning Marable. a 
guest columnist for The News, 
is Professor of History and 
Directqf of the Institute for Re- 
search in African American 
Studies. Columbia University. 
New York City. 
Nation 
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Cuban missle crisis tapes released 
Jon Marcus 
The Associated Press 
BOSTON - At the height of the 
Cuban missile crisis, one of 
President John F. Kennedy's top 
military commanders warned 
him that falling to invade the 
Island would be like backing 
down to Hitler's Initial demands 
in Europe. 
"This is almost as bad as the 
appeasement at Munich," Air 
Force Chief of Staff Gen. Curtis 
LeMay told Kennedy on Oct. 19, 
1962, according to newly declas- 
sified White House tape record- 
ings released Thursday. 
LeMay's   comment   "was   an 
amazing thing to say to any 
president, but it was a particular- 
ly amazing thing to say to this 
president," said Sheldon Stern, 
historian at the John F Kennedy 
Library in Boston, where the tape 
recordings were released. "It's a 
deep personal insult." 
Kennedy's father, Joseph P. 
Kennedy, served as U.S. ambas- 
sador to Britain at the time of the 
1938 Munich conference, where 
the British and French agreed to 
let Nazi Germany take land from 
Czechoslovakia in exchange for a 
short-lived promise of peace. The 
elder Kennedy's support of ap- 
peasement later was strongly 
criticized and may have cost him 
any hope of running for national 
office. 
LeMay, like other military 
leaders, advocated immediate 
military intervention to destroy 
the Soviet missiles and unfini- 
shed silos that had been detected 
by aerial reconnaissance in Cuba. 
He said blockading ships bound 
for Cuba, as other presidential 
advisers urged, would lead to 
war anyway. 
President Kennedy, who pri- 
vately called LeMay "field mar- 
shal," did not respond to the re- 
mark and the meeting went on to 
cover other military and diplo- 
matic issues. 
The    National    Archives 
released IS hours of tapes from 
the Kennedy White House, cover- 
ing meetings that took place dur- 
ing the decision-making phase of 
the crisis 34 years ago this week 
at the climax of the Cold War. 
Authorities deleted 27 minutes 
they said covered intelligence 
sources or methods that still are 
being used. An additional 211 
hours of tapes from the Kennedy 
White House remain secret 
Much of the material has 
already been recounted In the 
writings of participants, and 
summaries of the meetings were 
released in 1992. 
"What you're getting is the 
interaction between the princi- 
pals," said Stephanie Fawcett, 
the National Archives' senior 
foreign policy archivist. "You 
are literally a fly on the wall" In 
the White House. 
Several of Kennedy's advisers, 
foremost among them Defense 
Secretary Robert McNamara, 
urged an attack. 
The tapes indicate that Presi- 
dent Kennedy initially appeared 
to agree that he would be forced 
to resort to military action. But 
they also show that U.S. intel- 
ligence had vastly underesti- 
mated what is now known to have 
been the strength of Soviet 
forces in Cuba. 
The Americans believed there 
were no more than 1,500 to 3,000 
Soviet troops, while documents 
released after the fall of the So- 
viet Union showed there actually 
were 42,000, and they were 
armed with tactical nuclear 
weapons. 
Kennedy felt painted Into a 
corner by Soviet Premier Nikita 
Khrushchev's offer to remove 
the Cuban missiles if the United 
States removed Its Jupiter nu- 
clear missiles from Turkey. The 
president said Khruschev's 
offer, which he ultimately ac- 
cepted, was so reasonable that it 
would turn world public opinion 
to the Soviet side. 
FBI says militia 
general admits 
to bombing plot 
David Sharp 
The Associated Press 
ELKINS, W.Va - The com- 
manding general of the Moun- 
taineer Militia admitted his role 
in a plot to blow up the FBI 
center In Clarksburg, an FBI 
agent testified Thursday. 
Floyd Looker made the state- 
ment when he was caught Oct. 11 
with cash in his long underwear 
and briefcase after he allegedly 
sold copies of blueprints of the 
center, said Special Agent J.C. 
Raffety. 
'From our standpoint, he ad- 
mitted everything," Raffety tes- 
tified. 
U.S. Magistrate David Core 
ordered Looker held without 
bond. 
Looker, 57, of Stonewood, is 
accused along with six others of 
plotting to bomb the FBI's Crim- 
inal Justice Information Services 
center. Two other targets have 
not been identified. 
Looker faces one count each of 
providing materials to be used in 
an attack and manufacturing and 
dealing in explosives and two 
counts of conspiring to bring ex- 
plosives across state lines. 
Raffety testified that Looker 
planned to keep $10,000 of the 
$50,000 he was allegedly paid by 
an undercover FBI agent for pho- 
tographs of the blueprints. 
Looker was concerned that the 
money might be counterfeit. He 
insisted that the undercover 
agent, posing as a broker for a 
Middle East terrorist group, 
bring only new $100 bills re- 
cently circulated by the govern- 
ment, Raffety said. 
Stephen Herndon, Looker's 
lawyer, suggested the blueprint 
copies could have been obtained 
elsewhere and it was not illegal 
to possess them. 
He also suggested there were 
no Imminent plans to attack the 
targets and that some of the ex- 
plosives obtained by Looker were 
nothing more than flash powder 
In cardboard boxes. 
The only way it would be dan- 
gerous, he said after the hearing, 
was "if you swallowed it, or stuck 
it in your ear." 
Herndon said that Looker and 
the others were, "inefficient, ill- 
informed, and ill-advised, but not 
criminals." 
Under Hemdon's questioning, 
Raffety said Looker once advised 
him of a fax in which a prisoner 
with ties to another militia group 
threatened President Clinton. 
Looker obtained the blueprint 
copies from Clarksburg fire Lt. 
James R Rogers, who took pho- 
tographs of blueprints on file at 
the fire department, the govern- 
ment contends. 
Two men from Ohio - James 
M. Johnson, 48, of Maple 
Heights, and Imam A. Lewis, 26, 
of Cleveland - sold explosive de- 
vices to the militia for about 
$14,000, authorities said. 
Many of the conversations 
were captured on 200 tapes re- 
corded by O. Marshall Richards, 
Looker's security chief and sec- 
ond-in-command. 
Looker said after his arrest 
that Richards had acted on his 
orders, according to Raffety. 
After finding out Richards was 
the informant, Looker called him 
a pathological liar sent by the 
FBI to bring down as many peo- 
ple as possible. 
Raffety also testified that 
Richards was compensated more 
than he had originally testified, 
about $30,000 in alL 
Raffety testified last week that 
Richards was paid about $20,000. 
He revised the figure Thursday, 
testifying the informant was paid 
$2,000 a month plus expenses and 
relocation costs. 
Looker made no statement in 
court Thursday. 
Richards is under FBI protec- 
tion. 
All seven of the men are being 
held without bond. Their cases 
will be presented to a grand jury 
next month, said U.S. Attorney 
William Wilmoth. 
Thanks 
California residents make a sign to thank firefighters for their 
lime and effort during the wildfires that destroyed several 
homes. 
Tkt tiKcWd Pnu 
COURSE 
Continued from pij(r 
villas are expected to start under 
$150,000, and single-family 
homes will start from $175,000. 
The golf course is considered 
by many to be the centerpiece of 
the Stone Ridge community. De- 
signer Arthur Hills has also de- 
signed other area courses such as 
Maumee Bay State Park in Ore- 
gon, Ohio, Fox Hills in Ann Ar- 
bor, Mich, and Detwiler in 
Toledo. 
Steve Forrest, a design associ- 
ate with Arthur Hills and Associ- 
ates says they have been design- 
ing the course since 1993. 
"The original people Interested 
in building a golf course on this 
land approached us about three 
or four years ago," he said. "We 
designed the course in about six 
months. When the financing fell 
through in 1994 we put the design 
on hold, and restarted with Ca- 
valear in the beginning of 1996" 
The course Is expected to be hi- 
lly and undulating with its design 
including six lakes totaling 21 
acres. 
The semi-private course will 
measure 6,910 yards from the 
championship   tees   and   6,300 
yards from the member/daily 
tees, and will weave through and 
around the housing community. 
Holes 12 and 13 will be visible 
from the intersection of Bowling 
Green Road West and Winter- 
garden. 
Ankney expects the housing 
community to be completed in 
five to seven years, and antici- 
pates the first round of golf to be 
played in the spring of 1998. 
Punkin' heads 
The AincWnl Pnu 
President Bill Clinton's, Vice President Al Gore's, GOP presidential candidate Bob Dole's and GOP 
vice presidential candidate Jack Kemp's faces are carved Into pumpkins for the holiday. 
RELIGION    
Continued from page one. 
the basics of Christianity," he 
said. "I want to allow people to 
make a rational decision." 
N.ichael Brown, director of 
Campus Crusades for Christ, said 
the group Is sponsoring the event 
because they want people to 
know the decision can be relia- 
ble. 
"We want to communicate to 
the campus that to be Christian 
and to believe in God, you don't 
have to commit intelligence sui- 
cide," Brown said. 
Homer will also discuss if one 
true religion is possible on Oct. 
29 at 8 p.m. in 210 Math Science 
Building. 
He said all religions cannot be 
true. 
"If one religion says God is 
personal and another says he is 
impersonal, then they both cant 
be right," he said. 
Homer will also talk to the 
community about "Safe Sex and 
the Search for Intimacy." 
He said he will discuss waiting 
to have sex with a life-long part- 
"You don't have to toss your brains out the 
window to believe the basics of Christianity." 
Michael Horner 
Christian philosopher 
ner and not waiting. 
Brown said he hopes the events 
get people talking. 
"We want people to think about 
their spiritual beliefs," he said. 
"Our hope is to get people think- 
ing." 
Homer will also speak In 
several classrooms during his 
three-day visit about atheism and 
the New Testament. 
Horner said the New Testa- 
ment can be trusted as a histori- 
cal document 
"The New Testament trans- 
lations are very, very close to the 
original," he said. "There are not 
many changes." 
He will speak about atheism on 
Oct. 29 at 4:30 p.m. in 126 Shatzel 
Hall. He will also discuss if the 
New Testament is reliable on 
Oct. 29 at 1 p.m. in 221 Olscamp 
Hall, at 4 p.m. in 213 Olscamp 
Hall and at 11:30 a.m. Oct. 30 In 
307 Hanna Hall. 
Homer said the response to his 
events in the past have been posi- 
tive. 
"People have told me that they 
were surprised that there was 
such solid evidence," he said. 
"Sometimes, there Is relief. They 
are relieved because in their 
heart, they know God exists, but 
they feel to believe might not be 
intellectual." 
Sports 
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Yankees within one game of title 
Pettitte outduels Smoltz, 
backs Braves to the wall 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA - The New York Yankees 
might miss this ballpark more than the 
Atlanta Braves. 
Andy Pettitte outpitched John Smoltz 
in a classic duel, and the Yankees 
moved within one win of the World Se- 





The Associated Press 
HUNTINGTON, W.Va - Mar- 
shall University will host the 
first Mid-American Conference 
football championship next year 
in its first season in the league, 
conference officials said Thurs- 
day. 
"We hope to be part of the 
championship game," said Mar- 
shall President J. Wade Gilley. 
"We dont know who we'll be 
playing but we certainly hope to 
be there." 
Beginning with the 1997-98 
season, the Mid-American Con- 
ference will split into two divi- 
sions for six team sports, includ- 
ing football. The football cham- 
pionship game will pit the winner 
of the East Division against the 
winner of the West Division for 
the league title, Conference 
Commissioner Jerry A. Ippoliti 
said. 
"With a national reputation for 
hosting these types of events, a 
first-class facility and the proud 
people of Huntington, the MAC is 
excited and fortunate to have this 
site for this inaugural football 
championship," Ippoliti said in 
an announcement on the Mar- 
shall campus Thursday. 
The game will be played on the 
first Saturday in December 1997. 
The winner of the league title 
historically plays in a bowl game 
in Las Vegas, but Gilley said 
other bowls are making propos- 
als to the league. 
"Probably both the runner-up 
and the champion will play in a 
bowl," Gilley said. 
The 1997-98 season will be 
Marshall's first in Division I-A 
play after leaving the I-AA 
Southern Conference. 
Marshall's football stadium, 
completed in 1991, has been the 
site for the last four Division 
I-AA national football champion- 
ships. 
Gilley said Marshall will earn a 
minimum of $50,000 for playing 
host to the MAC championship. If 
the Thundering Herd wins a 
; berth in the game, he said, "We 
might get a lot more than that." 
The city of Huntington bene- 
fits a great deal as well, Gilley 
said.  An  economic study  com- 
pleted in 199S indicated a I-AA 
j championship  game  brings  as 
; much as $4 million into the city 
I from fans paying for food, lodg- 
. ing and entertainment. 
1-0 victory over Atlanta in Game 5 
Thursday night. 
In the last game ever to be played at 
Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium, the 
Yankees finished this postseason 8-0 on 
the road. They did It by working around 
a leadoff double In the ninth inning by 
Chipper Jones. Pettitte got one out and 
John Wetteland got the last two, the 
final one a fly ball that gimpy right 
fielder Paul O'Neill caught on the move 
with runners at first and third. 
Now, they'll return to Yankee Sta- 
dium - where they're just 2-4 this Oc- 
tober - with a chance to clinch their re- 
cord 23rd title. 
Game 6 will be Saturday night, with 
Jimmy Key starting for New York 
against Greg Maddux. 
The final game at this park turned out 
to be anything except the kind of 
slugfest that earned this place its repu- 
tation as The Launching Pad. Instead, 
the House that  Hank  Built  -  Hank 
Aaron that Is - went out with a whim- 
per, with a total of only nine hits and the 
lone run scoring as a result of an error. 
Still, Yankees manager Joe Torre was 
glad to take It. He hit the first regular- 
season home run at the stadium In 1966 
and was back for his greatest win in the 
majors. 
Pettitte shut out the Braves on four 
hits through the first eight innings, and 
also helped himself by throwing to third 
foraforceout in a key spot in the sixth 
Smoltz fell to 9-2 lifetime In the post- 
season despite not giving up an earned 
run. A miscommunication In the out- 
field caused a two-base error on center 
fielder Marquis Grissom in the fourth 
and set up an RBI double by Cecil 
Fielder. Smoltz struck out 10 in eight 
Innings and permitted four hits. • 
Jones opened the ninth with a double 
and moved to third when Fred McGrif f 
grounded out to the right side. Wette- 
land relieved and Javy Lopez grounded 
out to drawn-in third baseman Charlie 
Hayes, keeping Jones at third. After 
pinch-hitter Ryan Klesko was inten- 
tionally walked, pinch-hitter Luis Po- 
lonia pulled a fly ball that O'Neill 
caught in the alley. 
BG linebacker Kevla O'Neill (30) takes a tumble during last 
week's game against Ball State. O'Neill wUI be nc of the key 
The BG N«wa/HM«kl Kcbayukl 
players In shutting down Ohio's vaunted rushing attack, ranked 
first In the Mid-American Conference and ninth In the aation. 
Something has to give 
Rushing game key 
in BG-Ohio battle 
Scott Brown 
The BC News 
A clash of biblical propor- 
tions? 
Not really, but something has 
to give in the rushing game 
when Bowling Green and Ohio 
meet Saturday at Pedea Sta- 
dium in Athens (2 p.m., 
WBGU-FM). 
The Falcons enter the game 
with the Mid-American Con- 
ference's top rushing defense, 
giving up just 96.9 yards per 
game. The Bobcats, with their 
complicated triple-option, have 
the best rushing offense with 
257.9 yards per game. 
"They are the best defense 
we've faced as far as stopping 
the run," Ohio coach Jim Grobe 
said of the Falcons. "It's going 
to be a great challenge to our 
kids just to move the football a 
little bit." 
Ohio is having its best season 
in 13 years, having sprinted out 
to a 4-3 record through seven 
games. At 3-1 in the MAC, the 
Bobcats are still a major factor 
in the MAC title chase. 
Bowling Green, with two los- 
ses in MAC play, is on the out- 
side looking in when it comes 
to title chances. But a victory 
over the Bobcats would do 
even more to foul the MAC title 
picture In which five teams are 
still within striking distance of 
league-leader Toledo. 
BG has dominated the series, 
going undefeated over the past 
14 meetings of the two schools. 
Ohio last won in 1981, but the 
Bobcats with Grobe's triple- 
option attack may be the most- 
improved team in the nation in 
1996. 
"Ohio is a much Improved 
football team from a year ago," 
Gary Blackney said. "Tradi- 
tionally, though, we've played 
against  the option extremely 
Saturday. 2 p.m. 
Peden Stadium 
Athens. Ohio 
Radio: WBQU- FM (88.1). WFOB- 
AM (1430), WBVI-FM (96.7) 
Television: none locally 
Brown's Pick: Bobcats, 18-14 
well, whether it's been Akron 
or Ohio. We've had a good 
scheme, and we've executed 
weU. 
"And we're going to need it. 
They are pretty good on de- 
fense." 
While Bowling Green is first 
in the conference in rushing 
defense, Ohio is first in total 
defense. And that could pose a 
problem for the fledgling Fal- 
con offense, which stands last 
in the MAC and 107th of 111 
Division I-A teams with only 
250.4 yards per game. 
Backup quarterback Mark 
Molk gets the start for Bowling 
Green in the wake of a season- 
ending Injury to Bob Niemet, 
and Keylan Cates, fresh off a 
spirited return to the lineup a 
week ago, will also see more 
playing time at tailback. 
"We're going to need Keylan 
and some other people to step 
up now and carry even more of 
the burden," Blackney said. 
"Offensively everybody is go- 
ing to have to rise up and play 
better." 
The defense will have to rise 
up and give the Falcons an- 
other solid performance, but it 
will be a different type of per- 
formance this time. Assign- 
ment football is the key to 
shutting down an option attack, 
and discipline on defense and 
the ability to stay with those 
assignments will prove to be 
the difference. 





After seven straight weekends 
of competition, the BGSU cross 
country teams are about to earn a 
well-deserved break. The women 
will be sitting out this weekend, 
but the men's idea of a break is 
another five-mile race. 
The Falcons will be competing 
in tonight's Eastern Michigan 
Cross Country Classic, a unique 
meet in which there is no team 
scoring. Women's coach Steve 
Price is resting his top seven, but 
men's coach Sid Sink isn't going 
that far. 
Junior Jim Weckesser, gone 
for a student government con- 
ference In Washington, D.C., will 
be absent, as will sophomore Dan 
Flaute. But other than that, all 
the BG men will be on the line 






Sink wants to use this meet as a 
run-off of sorts to see who will 
fill the final spots on a team of 
eight that will compete in next 
Saturday's Mid-American Con- 
ference championships. Other 
than that, his aim is simply to see 
continued improvement like he 
saw at last week's Central Colle- 
giates. 
"Each person is going to work 
on trying to improve the weak- 
nesses In their races," he said. 
He likes this meet falling a 
week before the conference 
championship (held in Muncie, 
Ind.) because "you need to take a 
break mentally. Teamwise, eve- 
rything is already focused on the 
MAC meet." 
Last year's team parlayed that 
focus into a MAC championship. 
While Sink admits that a realistic 
goal this year is fifth or sixth he 
is still looking for a certain kind 
of repeat. Last year's team had 
its best meet of the year at the 
MAC 
"That's what we're planning on 
doing again this year," he said. 
And so are the women. Over 
the objections of several of his 
runners. Price is not sending any 
of the women who helped defeat 
Michigan and tie for third at last 
See WOMEN, page five. 
BG takes on Lake Superior 
Crucial early-season series for Falcon icers 
Tkt BG Nc-■/HU.kl KekayssU 
BG's Mike Johnson leads the Ballon In scoring with alae goals through foar 2asses la 1996. 
Blake Parkins 
The BG News 
This weekend the Falcon 
hockey team travels to Sault St. 
Marie for a two-game series 
against Lake Superior. The Fal- 
cons take a perfect 4-0 mark with 
them on their first road trip of 
the year. 
Lake Superior enters this week 
of play with a 1-2-1 overall record 
after a humiliating 7-4 home loss 
to Maine last weekend. 
The Lakers are In the first year 
of a new regime headed by coach 
Scott Borek who took over the 
reigns after a year as the LSSU 
associate coach The club boasts 
11 new players as well as 19 re- 
turning letterwlnners. 
Lake Superior did graduate 
several of their 1996 CCHA 
championship team however, in- 
cluding three-50 point perfor- 
mers, Brian Felsner, Sean Tal- 
laire and Keith Aldridge. 
The Falcons will get few cheap 
goals against seasoned goalie 
John Grahame. The Junior net- 
minder ranked among the best 
goalies in the nation last season 
with a record of 21-4-2. Grahame 
recorded a stingy 2.42 goals- 
against average to go with a .904 
save percentage. 
This will probably be the first 
formidable challenge of the 
season and BG coach Buddy 
Powers says that there is an in- 
creased emphasis on controlling 
the area around  the  goal  this 
week. 
"Grinding is the focus for this 
week," said Powers. "We're go- 
ing to have to grind up there. 
There won't be a lot of easy 
goals." 
High mark means little 
Bowling Green was ranked 
eighth in the nation in a USA To- 
day college hockey poll. These 
polls are compiled from sports- 
writers and coaches that don't 
actually determine the games. 
Powers doesn't place much stock 
in polls noting that they dont in- 
fluence the play of the team. 
"The only ones that count are 
See SUPERIOR, page five. 
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Swim teams host Tom Stubbs Relays 
Mike Leonard 
The BC News 
The Bowling Green swim 
teams will hit the water for the 
second time this season as the 
Falcons host the Tom Stubbs Re- 
lay meet today at Cooper Pool. 
Head coach Randy Julian looks 
for this meet to be a competitive 
but relaxed meet for the Falcons. 
"The way we're approaching 
this meet gives us a chance to see 
some of our competitors we see 
later in the year. Yet ... we can 
have some fun," Julian said. 
Julian stated that a large part 
of this year's success will be de- 
termined by the amount of 
energy and emotion put forth by 
the teams. 
"We are not the most talented 
team the school has ever seen, 
men or women, but we can be one 
of the best teams that we've ever 
produced if we work together. To 
sustain (the emotion) over the 
next five months will be the big 
"We are not the most talented team this 
school has ever seen... but we can be one of 
the best teams we've ever produced if we 
work together." 
Randy Julian 
BG swimming coach 
challenge," Julian said 
The Falcons will face stiff 
competition on both sides. The 
men face numerous regional 
teams including 17-time defend- 
ing MAC champion Eastern 
Michigan, Ashland University 
and backyard rival Toledo. De- 
fending NCAA Division II cham- 
pion Oakland University will also 
be Included in the men's field. 
The women's field will also In- 
clude Oakland University, who 
Julian refers to as the favorite to 
win the NCAA Division II wom- 
en's title this year. 
Julian said this meet will be the 
first time in the water for many 
of the teams the Falcons will be 
facing. 
Women's captain Leanne She- 
lly is looking forward to the meet 
and the season. 
'1 think this season looks very 
promising. We have a very tal- 
ented freshman class coming in, 
and the team is really pulling 
together," Shelly said. 
One of the freshman swimmers 
Shelly referred to Is Nancy 
Simpson. Simpson brought home 
two victories last week in her 
first collegiate meet. 
Julian stated that Simpson is 
capable of becoming an excellent 
swimmer within the program. 
"We brought Nancy in expect- 
ing great things from Nancy. She 
has the right mindset to be a 
great athlete," Julian said. 
Julian express satisfaction 
with the fact that last week wom- 
en's victory was a total team 
effort. 
"We are a much, much deeper 
team than we were last year," Ju- 
lian said. 
On the men's side, Tom Stoltz 
and Brandon Farris are expected 
once again to the lead the Falcons 
In the pool. 
'Tom has added so many 
things besides the swimming to 
this program. [Tom has] an air 
and a confidence that fits in with 
everybody," Julian said. 
The meet will begin at 11 a.m. 
at Cooper Pool with the diving 
competition. Swimming events 
will begin at 5 p.m. 
WOMEN 
Continued from page four. 
week's Michigan Interregional. 
He wants to make sure his team 
Is fully prepared for the chal- 
lenges that will be presented to 
them in Muncie by the likes of 
Ohio University and Eastern 
Michigan. 
'They've just been racing, rac- 
ing, racing," he said. "They need 
a break." 
Bowling Green will have a 
women's contingent consisting of 
Amy Breidenbach, Iibby Mit- 
chell, Kami Rathburn, and Emily 
Yoder. Technically, they will 
compete as unattached runners. 
Falcon men's golf hoping for big finish 
The men's golf team hopes for 
a big finish at the Old Dominion 
University Invitational Oct. 
28-29. 
The 36-hole tournament Is es- 
pecially important to senior Ja- 
son May. May, who will be gra- 
duating in December, will be 
playing in his last collegiate golf 
tournament. This fact has not 
gone unnoticed by May's team- 
mates. 
"I'm going to play harder so 
[May] can have a memorable last 
tournament," said team captain 
Jason Carbone, who is also one of 
May's roommates. "I'm going to 
try to get that point across to the 
rest of the team." 





May, the lineup for the tourna- 
ment includes Scott Cashell, Jeff 
Hunt and Mike Kotaos. Of the 
five, three played in the last 
tournament, the Kroger Intercol- 
legiate, according to coach Todd 
Brunsink. 
Twenty-one teams will play in 
the tournament, Brunsink said. 
adding that many of the teams 
will be from the East Coast, in- 
cluding Duke and Furman. Many 
of the teams in this tournament 
do not regularly play the Univer- 
sity, but Brunsink has high 
hopes. 
"I'd like to clear up the ques- 
tion marks in the minds of the 
players," Brunsink said. "What 
you're looking for in the fall is 
consistency." 
Consistency has not been seen 
this fall. This will be, in actuality, 
the team's second tournament. 
The Eastern Kentucky Universi- 
ty tournament was cancelled, so 
prior to this tournament, the 
team has only played 90 holes of 
golf this fall. 
The purpose of the fall season, 
according to Brunsink, is like 
spring training for the baseball 
team. Brunsink said the players 
prove they belong on the team, 
and create a consistent lineup for 
the spring season. 
Carbone has started to feel a 
consistency. 
"I think that we're finally start- 
ing to realize what it takes to 
prepare for these tournaments," 
he said. 
Brunsink hopes the tourna- 
ment provides a good finish. 
"Positive scores and positive 
results will make for a good win- 
ter," Brunsink said. 
Fry: OSU "best in the nation" 
Greg Smith 
The Associated Press 
IOWA CITY, Iowa - Against 
No. 2 Ohio State on Saturday, 
Iowa coach Hayden Fry is pray- 
ing for rain. 
"It might reduce the margin of 
victory," Fry says. "Maybe Ohio 
State won't beat us quite as bad if 
it's raining cats and dogs." 
And maybe Fry, a master at 
poor-mouthing his team's 
chances, believes the 20th-ran- 
ked Hawkeyes have a chance 
given that the Buckeyes (6-0 
overall) fell behind 144) against 
Purdue last week and hung on to 
beat Wisconsin 17-14 the week 
before. 
Coach John Cooper's Buckeyes 
appear nearly invincible, leading 
or tying in 10 of 12 conference 
categories, including the best 
offense and defense. 
"I think Ohio State's the best 
football team In America," Fry 
said. 
He thought that last year at 
Columbus, when OSU scored 
touchdowns the first six times it 
touched the football and raced to 
a 56-0 lead by halftime. Cooper 
rested his starters in the second 
half, allowing Iowa to lose 56-35. 
"That's one of those halves you 
dream about. Everything we 
tried worked, and they hurt 
themselves some," Cooper said. 
"The difference this year is 
they're a much, much, much 
more aggressive football team 
defensively than what they were 
last year, based on what I've 
seen. 
"I think what happened last 
year over here is not going to 
have any effect on what's going 
to happen over there." 
Iowa defensive lineman Jon 
LaFleur, who is matched against 
6-foot-6, 330-pound ail-American 
tackle Orlando Pace, hopes Co- 
oper is right. 
Tiger lurking at Tour Championship 
Ron Sink 
The Associated Press 
TULSA, Okla. - Almost every- 
thing in Thursday's first round of 
the Tour Championship unfolded 
with an awkward sense of antici- 
pation as edgy players and anx- 
ious fans glanced over their 
shoulders and asked: "Where's 
Tiger?" 
Vijay Singh and British Open 
champion Tom Lehman shared 
the lead at 4-under-par 66 on a 
warm, breezy day at Southern 
Hills Country Club, one stroke 
ahead of U.S. Open champion 
Steve Jones and Phil Mickelson, 
the No. 1 player on the money 
list, and two better than Brad 
Faxon and Fred Couples. 
But lurking in the lush Okla- 
homa hills was Woods, four 
strokes back after shooting an 
even-par round. 
"I shot 70," Woods said after a 
three-birdie, three-bogey round. 
"Around here that's pretty 
good." 
Asked the strength of his game 
on a day in which he missed 
several short putts and hit a cou- 
ple of wild shots, Woods said: "I'd 
have to say it was my mind. I just 
hung in there. I didn't have my 
best stuff." 
The 70 was the first time in 
Woods' eight tournaments as a 
professional that he failed to 
break par in the first round. But 
it left him In a good spot. Tour- 
naments aren't won in the first 
round, but they can be lost then. 
Woods positioned himself nicely. 
"The first round you Just don't 
want to blow yourself out of it," 
Woods said. 
Several of the big names in the 
field dug holes for themselves in 
the  first  round.  Greg Norman 
and PGA champion Mark Brooks 
shot 73s, Masters champion Nick 
Faldo shot a 75 and Ernie Els had 
a 76. 
Singh's 66 came on the 
strength of his putting, an unu- 
sual occurrence for the long hit- 
ter from Fiji. 
"I putted well for a change," 
Singh said. "I think I had 10 putts 
the first eight holes." 
Singh abandoned his long-shaft 
putter several weeks ago and 
went back to a regular-shaft club. 
"Based on this, I should have 
done It sooner," he said. 
Lehman's 66 could have been 
better. 
"I three-putted twice and 
missed three putts under 12 feet 
on the last three holes," Lehman 
said. "I could have come in four 
or five shots lower." 
I<ehman, who has an outside 
shot to catch Mickelson and 
Brooks In player of the year vot- 
ing, said Woods is a motivation to 
everyone in the elite field. 
"I firmly believe that Tiger 
may be pushing us," Lehman 
said. "You tend to get blase about 
playing golf. But nobody wants to 
be yesterday's news." 
Woods is playing the toughest 
course and against the most 
difficult field since turning pro. 
Breidenbach, a Junior, will be 
competing for only the second 
time of the season as she contin- 
ues to try to come back from in- 
juries. 
Of the women who will not 
compete, Price singled out soph- 
omore Jess LaFene, seniors Su- 
zanne Isco and Laura Hall, and 
freshman Nikki Monroe for 
praise. 
Beating Michigan, tying for 
third with Oklahoma State, and 
coming within 25 points of North 
Carolina State, now ranked ninth 
nationally, are all factors that 
Price hopes may help his squad 
draw an at-large bid to the NCAA 
Championships. 
SUPERIOR  
Continued from page four. 
the end of the year polls," said 
Powers. "Those things don't have 
anything to do with the criteria 
with getting into the tournament 
[NCAA]. 
"They give poeple something 
to talk about. The notoriety is 
excellent, no doubt about It." 
Veterans are key 
Like most established pro- 
grams. Bowling Green is a team 
that lives and dies by it's seniors. 
The veterans have accounted for 
16-28 of the teams' scoring. The 
defense  is  also  keyed  by  the 
SOMETHING  
Continued from page four. 
"If you don't play assign- 
ment football against an option 
football team ... If you have a 
lot of guys free-lancing and not 
taking care of their responsibi- 
lites, that's where option teams 
come up with big plays," 
Blackney said. 
Ohio's rushing attack ranks 
ninth In the country, and with 
the option attack attempts just 
over nine passes a game. That 
would seemingly play into the 
heart of BG's defense, but 
Blackney warns to the con- 
trary. 
"The greatest amount of 
pressure will be on our second- 
ary because teams like Ohio 
and Air Force and Navy, they 
seniors who have allowed only a 
26.5 shots on goal average. 
Powers says that he is pleased 
with the play of the veterans and 
the guidance they have provided 
the younger players. 
"I think the seniors are all just 
doing a great job," said Powers. 
"Not only in point production on 
the ice, but in helping to mold the 
team into a unit. 
"They've helped the young 
guys get accl imated and this is a 
big thing in my mind on how a 
team should be formed." 
"\ dont think - I'm not for 
sure, I cant foresee the future or 
anything - but hopefully they 
wont dominate us the way they 
did last year," he said. "We're go- 
ing to do our best and see what 
we can do." 
While Ohio State eventually 
overwhelmed the Boilermakers 
42-14 last week and hung on 
against the Badgers, the Haw- 
keyes have had gut checks nearly 
all season. 
They've rallied from behind to 
claim victories in four of their 
five victories, including last 
week's 21-20 triumph at Penn 
State- 
make you prepare so hard for 
the run and get your secondary 
so involved in run support that 
they come out with the play- 
action passes and that's how 
they hurt you," Blackney said. 
Ohio drew a record 21,000 
fans to its last home game 
against Eastern Michigan 
three weeks ago, and a bigger 
crowd is expected for this 
game. It is also Homecoming in 
Athens. 
"I think football has become 
fun here at Ohio again," Grobe 
said. "I think people are start- 
ing to dream that maybe we 
can go back and start winning 
some games and start having 
fun out here in the fall." 
Mike Lindeman contributed 
to this story. 
Club soccer team home Sunday 
The Bowling Green men's club soccer team hosts Ball State at 
1 p.m. Sunday. The game will be played on the east side of Perry 
Stadium. 
The team also plays a game Saturday, when It travels to Michi- 




4 Join Mike Rypel, Mike Lindeman and Brad Beebe on the call as Bowling Green takes on the Ohio Bobcats in Athens! 




BEHIND the FIELD HOUSE 
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE! 
GREEK 
I     A     D 
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Bowing Green State University 
Career Services 
campus RMRMMM calendar 
For tie weeks of 
November 11 trough November 26.1 996 
Scheduling On-Campue Intel <NJWO: 
Interview eign-upa lor lh> recruilng period 
Nov. 11 through November 28,1008. wil begin 
with Pro-SolocBon Interview sign up on Mon- 
day. October 21. 19S6 si 5pm and cononue 
through Monday, Nov.ath u 5pm. Studena 
mho have received Maori of invitaflon tor Pre- 
selection Interviews hav* unol Mondao 
November 4, at 5pm to select their raaarvad 
interview Bme. Beginning at 5 p.m. on 
Wednesday. Octobar 30. 1908. any ragieured 
ttudant and alumnus may acoaaa tha sign-up 
tyalam lor General Signups ol pre-aeleetton 
only schedulee. Pleaee note: normally pre- 
selected students Itilll all schedules 
Ural, however, due lo laleneee ol com- 
penlee receiving reoumee. open schsdutss 
are aooaaaHUe fire! lor thle elgn-up period. 
AN interview echedulea remain on-line until two 
days prior to tha organization's visit A mes- 
sage not available lor algn-upa indicates that a 
schedule ia oll-Nne. In this instance, pleaee call 
the office directly at 372-2356 to schedule an 
interview appointment 
Acceeelng the Placement System: 
1. Dial 372 M8S. (You must be registered with 
Resume Expert Plus) 
(You Wei hear) II you wish to schedule an ap- 
pointment with a muting employer, press the t 
key II you would eke to hear Placement News. 
press the 2 key Preee tie 3 key il you have 
been ore-selected by an employer. Prees the 4 
key to acoaaa the Alumni VP Service. Press 
the 5 key to hear your confirmed appointments. 
Praas tha atar (1 key to quit. 
2. Press t to schedule an interview or Prees 3 
when you have been preselected by an em- 
ployer. 
3. Enter your Identticarjon Number (Ihe num- 
ber you used on your Resume Expert Plus 
dak). 
4. Enter the seven-digit schedule number lor 
tie omotoyer with whom you would like to 
schedule an interview (this number is located 
on tha Campus Recruiting Calendar, to tie left 
ot the position title ) 
if you have entered a valid number the system 
will play tha message: 
You have aakKled (name ol oroanizaeon). if 
this ia correct press the pound (#) key to con- 
Bnue or the star (•) key to choose another or- 
ganization. 
Tha system wil now venfy that you meet tie 
requirements, as epedlled by the employer. II 
you meet tie requirements, you can proceed 
Otherwise, the system will play a message 
which explains why you are unable to sign-up 
with the employer. Should you wish to be con- 
sidered by this employer, add you name to tie 
Wamng Liat and submit a copy ol your Place- 
ment Data Sheet 
5. Press tie 1 key lor a morning interview, 
prees tie 2 key lor an afternoon interview, or 
press the 3 key tor the next available erne. 
(Press either 1? or 3) 
One* you have selected a time, than you may 
press the pound (•) key to accept the time, or 
press the star (') key to raiect the time When 
you press the pound (•) key. tie system will 
play the message' An interview has been 
reserved lor you at (time). Press the star (*) key 
to schedule an Interview with another organiza- 
tion or tie pound key to reftim to start. 
6 Rspeat slaps 4 and 5 to schedule addition* 
interviews. 
7. Bring a copy ol your Placement Data Sheet 
on high quality resume paper within 46 hours 
to tia Sign-up Room adjacent to the Career 
Services' reception area, 360 Saddlemire Stu- 
dent Services Bmidmg Place your data sheet 
on the top shed ol the employer's mailbox. 
Please take any available recruiting literature 
which was lorwarded by the organization and 
review tve employer's Ala in the Carter lor Ca- 
reer Resources prior to your Interview Failure 
to submit your Placement Data Sheet within 
46 hours may result In your removal from 
tha Intevlew schedule wShout notification 
Plssss remember: if you are unable tor any 
rsason to sign-up tor an interview, you wil be 
asked whether you wish to add your name to 
the Waiting List. Students era encouraged to 
get on Waiting Lists Should the employer send 
another recruiter or modify the position re- 
quromonts (i.e. lower GPA requirements), you 
wii be nosfied directly lor an interview. You 
must asao submit a Placement Oeta Sheet 
for every Wsfllng Uet 
Consult Ihe Career Services' homepage 
(nnpyrwww bgsu edu/offices/careers/index 
.html) or listen to Placement News (press 2) to 
keep informed of changes or additions to inter- 
view schedules or other Career Services pro- 
grama. 
Cancellation of Interview Appoint- 
mentetCancelleBon of an interview must be re- 
ported in person to the Career Services no 
later than 5pm one weak (7 ful days) before 
tie interview day Complete a canceHaoon 
card in the Sign-up Room ol Career Services 
You can not cross your name off an interview 
schedule. Late cancellations wilt result in lorlei- 
lure of sign-up pnvdegee tor tie next recruiting 
period. 
No Show Policy: No-shows are missed inier- 
tnew appointments. Employers become wy 
upset whan students rmss ffieir scheduled ap- 
posiBnenta which harms BGSU's reputation m 
the market place The penalty tor a no-show >t 
immediate suspension ol your sign-up privi- 
leges lor the next recruiting period. To reinstate 
your sign-up privileges, you are required to 
wnto a letter ol apology to tie employer tor 
missmg tie interview bring this letter along 
with an addressed, stamped envelope, and 
meat with a staff member to explain your be- 
havior. Any student who "no- shows" twice will 
be denied interviewing privileges tor the re 
meander of the academic year. 
Notice of Citizenship Requlrementa: If an 
employer a wiling to mwrvtew nlernationa) 
students, tss wi be notod in the position re 
qursmente 
Spotlight Prasvsnujtlona:Spotight presen 
tatione otter valuable information about career 
peril, detailed position responsibilities and or 
gsrxzaaonal philosophy Al students schedul- 
ing llerviowa are strongly encourage to attend 
appropriate Spotlights Please carefully note 
daws, times and locations ol Spotkght presen 
tatons. as they may vary Consult tie Campus 
Recmtment Calendar tor dales, omes and iocs 
tons. 
Additional Placement Services There are 
important services available to you at tha Ca- 
reer Services. Please note rial not al organi- 
zaoona and companies regularly recruit on col- 
lege campuses. The list below gonoraSy re- 
flects ihe high demand areas m tie world of 
work. Pleats do not become discouraged il 
your career Held is not requested Each day. 
tie staff of Career Services refers registered 
students dkectry ID employers who have posi- 
tons In a woe variety of career Mds We also 
assist you in conducing a job search trough 
tie foeowing services career and placement 
oouneebng. VIP prolaseional vacancy hotline. 
fob search workshops, provisional develop- 
ment eamnars, career fairs and the Falcon Ca- 
reer Connection The Center tor Career Re 
sources contains a wealth of irBVjrmaSbn about 
careers, employers and current fob vacancies 
In ML Mat. 
YOU MUST SUBMIT A COPY OF YOUR 
LASER PRINTED PLACEMENT DATA 
•HUT WITHIN 41 HOURS AFTER SIGNING 
UP. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS POL- 
ICY MAY RESULT IN YOUR REMOVAL 
FROM THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE. 
Tueedsy, 11/12/86 
FFTH THIRD BANK 
Bank Assooale (6317-01-1) 
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LFE-TOLEDO 
Sales Representative (6317-02-1) 
EDS 
k»S Majors (6317 03 l) 
GOOOYEAR TIRE * RUBBER COMPANY 
Accounting 6 Computer Positions (6317-04-1) 
SrCRWIN WILIAMS COMPANY 
Management Trainee -Sales (6317-06-1) 
ARAMARK 
Hospitality Management Trainee (6317 06-1) 
JOHN HANCOCK FM SERVICES (TOLEDO) 
Marketing Representative (6317-07-1) 
Wednesday, 11/13*6 
COMPLETE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS. INC 
Programmer Analyst (6316-01-1) 
CENTRAL TRANSPORT, NC. 
Management Trainee (6318-02-1) 
WESTFCLD COMPANIES 
Claims and Marketing Reps. (6318-03-1) 
CELLULAR ONE 
Account Executive (6318-04-1) 
MARATHON Ok. COMPANY/TE XAS 
Buyer (8318-05-1) 
PE RRY CORPORATION 
Territory Sales Representative (6318-08-1) 
TSHjraday.il/14rM 
PARKER HANNIFIN COPORATION 
Management   Accounting   Trainee   Program 
(6319-01-1) 
ENTERPRISE RENT A CAR/MICHIGAN 
Manager Trainee (6318-02-1) 
EQUITABLE/TOLEDO 
Financial Sales (631S-03-1) 
CAP GEMINI AMERICA 
Programmer (631S-04-1) 
Friday, 11/15/86 
COP IMAGING SYSTEMS 
Account Executive (6320-01-1) 
AVERYDENNISON 
Finance   Career   Development   Program 
(6320-021) 
Monday, 11/18/98 
LFE OF VRGINIA 
Sales   Representative/Financial   Planning 
(6323-01-1) 
Tueedsy. 11,1 S/96 
PROVIDENT BANK 
Retail   Management   Training   Program 
(8324-01-1) 
Wadnaaday, 11/20/W 
PREMIER CAR RENTAL 
Manager Trainee (6325-01-11 
ADP AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING 
Sales Associate (6325-02-1) 
Thursday, 11/21 At* 
AMERICAN   EXPRESS    FINANCIAL    AD- 
VrSORS 
Financial Advisors (6326-01-1) 
Friday. 11/22/96 
NATIONAL CITY CORPORATION 




I laeBween Coetumee Optional 
A! the CROSSROADS 
Banquet Hall 
In the Kmart Plaza 
Beginning at 8:00 and 
continuing until Midnight!l I 
Coal: SI beverages wtl be provided 
TIM band: 
Voltage 220 from Loraln, OH 
Playing hot Merengue, Setae 6 Bachats 
"PRSSA Meeting Monday Night- 
Speaker:  Peter  Parsons  speaks  on  trade 
media and publicity programs. 
117BA ©700pm 
If you are interested in public relations this is 
tor you 
ALD ' Alpha Lambda Delta ' ALD 
Photo Scavenger Hunt 6 Party 
Sun. 27ti © 3pm 
Meet ©Student Services Bldg 
ALD' Alpha Lambda Delta 'ALD 
Attention OrganlzatloneHI 
Have  you   nominated   your   Leader  ol  tie 
Month? 
Nomination forms are due Monday. Oct 28 by 
5pm in 405 Student Services. 
SGSU SPIRIT WELLNESS DAY 
Friday. October 2Sm 
11am-3pm 
L en hart Grand Ballroom 
Enrichment Gallery * Nutnoon Display ■ Com- 
puwnzed Exhibit * Stale of the Art Amublance * 
Electric Falcon 
Freebies 6 Door Pnzes 
FREE ADMISSION 
BOB MARLEY REGGAE TRIBUTE 
with 
THE ARK BAND 
Sat Nov. 16 at 9 30 PM Amani Room (Com- 
mons). A Caribbean Assoc annual event. En- 
trance free, donations lor BG bod pantry wel- 
come 
Creative Date Contest 
Are you a crealve romsnoc? 
Want to win ISO??? 
Pick up applications at Tha Center tor Wet- 
ness   6    Prevention,   Off-Campus   Student 
Center or Student Lounge in Jerome Livery. 
Due Oct 25 at 300pm  
i Up Ridiculously for Prizes!!! 
Crazy Halloween Coetumee Contest Happily 
sponsored 6 organized by the Worts Student 
Association Delicious snacks and cool dmk 
are presented On 1 iti eoor Oflenhauer West 
at 8:00pm when all the ghosts meet and com- 
pels. It you're brave, wet see you there Let 
the horror begin.  
Interested in the Natural Law Party 
Call Jason 8ach 
© 372-5042 
BIB Tha Streets 
Annual KICK-OFF 
Sat.Oct.26tl 
8:30 a.m. in CM Kofi Cale 
IPCCIuO Meeting 
Tuee. Oct. 29th © 8O0pm m Rm  117 BA 
Guest Speakers: Co-op Cffloe/Sue Young 
A Career Servces/Jars Gye-Nyami 
Please help our local schools by saving your 
General Mils BOX TOPS FOR EDUCATION. 
Local schools wrl receive funding lor each 
BOX TOP collected Examples. Tnx. Cheenoi. 
WhesDes Please place the box lops in enve- 
lopes bund across and oft campus Thank 
youl From IPC102. 
Reality got you down? 
Then E scape   to tie BG Gaming Society's 
Prairie Margins is Back 
WantodSoon 
Submit your liwrature A artwork 
For info call Kelly 353 1363 
SENIOR PICTURES ■ NEXT WEEK 
Starting next Monday, Carl Well Studios will be 
back on campus taking senior portraits Cat 
The Kay Yearbook at 372-80*8 to schedule 
your sitting. Do It earty and avoid waiting m 
Imoli 
Tha Homecoming T-Shirt Order la Inll 
You can pick them up in 330 University Union 
(OSA) from October 23 - November 1. 8am - 
I Spm. Call 22343 lor questions. 
Today is the last day to gat 
FREE TRAINSPOTTING passes 
at tie WF AL office 120 West Hall 
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADOR APPLICANTS 
The deadline tor apc*caions has 
been extended to 5:00pm on 
Monday. October 28th Please 
return your applications to the 
Mi leu Alumni Center 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST: Black leather wallet. Between Tuxedo 
Junction 8 S College. Sat Night H found cat 
Joe al 352-0272. Reward!  
SERVICES OFFERED 
Anxious sbout speaking In public or In tha 
elaaeroom? Bnel workshops offered free 
through the Psych Services Corner. Call 
372-2540 to sign up 
Attention Students! 
Too many papers to type & not enough time? 
I can help. Call Chris at 353-6275 
Prices negotiable. 
For alterations, general sewing, etc. Call 
354-1008. 
Pregnant? 
Free pregnancy tests. Confidential and caring. 
384-4673 BG Pregnancy center  
SKYDIVE NOW - End ol season special 
tvough October. First jump course $100 00. 
VISA/MC accepted Only to minutes from 
BGSU. For more into call SKYDIVE BG. 
352-5200. 
Stressed - Out'! 
Let ALD help 
FREE TUTORING 
Contact Shannon ©2-3961 
PERSONALS 
•1A Cancun A Jamaica Spring Break Specials1 
7 nights air 6 hotel from $399' Prices increase- 
soon - Save $501 Save $150 on food, drinks. & 
free paroesl 111% lowest once guarantee' 
spnngbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386 
81A Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise1 6 
days $279' Includes all meals. Free parties. 
Taxes' Great Beaches 6 NighOiiei Prices In- 
crease soon - Save $501 spnngbreak- 
travel com 1-800-678 6386  
nA Spring Break Panama City! Boardwalk 
Beach Resort' Best Hotel. Location. Pncel 7 
rwghts $1291 Daytona • Best location $139' Co- 




Attention PRSSA Members 
Don't miss our next meeting in 117 BA 
Monday, Oct. 28.7pm 
Peter Parsons from Trinova Corpora.cn 
will speak on Media Relations 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grants A 
schofarshlpe available from sponsors!'! No 
prepeymenle, ever'!! $$$Caeh lor cof- 
lege$$$. For Inlo: 1-80O-243-2438.  
Breweter'e 
Friday night THE LOVE ZOMBIE S 
at 10pm 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 
Bast BreedsBcks il Town" 
$3 50 full order 
$2.50 halt order 
Try them stuffed with any 
pizza item alsolt 




FACULTY. STAFF 6 STUDENTS 
You are invited to 
BGSU SPIRIT WE LLNESS OAY 
Photography Display " Travel Into. ■ Visual 
Communication Exhibit ' Door Pnzes ' Team 
Bulding Activities' Wellness 2000 
Friday. October 25th 
11 am - 3prti 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
FAST COMPANY 
tor copies 
52S Ridge. 354 FAST 
FAST COMPANY 
tor lamina ion 
525 Ridge St 354 FAST 
FAST COMPANY 
tor resumes 
52S Ridge 354-FAST 
FAST COMPANY 
tor transparenoes 
525 Ridge 354-FAST 
FREE ADMISSION 
Friday. October 25th 
11am-3pm 
Personal Training ' Flu Vecanes ' Healthy 
Recipe Subeiitutions ■ Freebies ■ Door Pnzes ■ 
Tsam Buildng Activities 
BOSU SPIRIT WELLNESS DAY 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Halloween Psrty 
FREE 
Saturday. October 26 
apm wttchln hour 
TheAmanl 
No'erjlrtle'pteeee 
sponsored by Dry Dock 
GAMESFESTI 
October 24 - 6pm to midnight 
October 26 - 2pm to rrsdnighi 
222 Educaeon Building 
Halloween Psrty 
FREE 
Sat urdey. October 26 
lorn wttchln hour 
TheAmanl 
No Splrtts' pleaee 
sponsored by Dry Dock 
Halloween Psrty 
FREE 
Saturday. Octobar 28 
apm wttchln hour 
TheAmanl 
No'Splrtts'please 
sponsored by Dry Dock 
Halloween Psrty 
FREE 
Saturday, October 28 
Spm wfichln hour 
TheAmanl 
No Spirits'pleaee 
sponsored by Dry Dock 
Gemma Phi" uimmi Phi 
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like lo 
congratulate Megan Suveges on her recent 
pearling to Andy Scheatzlo Congrats Meg' 
Gamma Phi Beta 
The sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta congratulate 
Alison Shew and Dana Albrecht on being tap- 
ped into Order of Omega. We're so proud of 
youbotil  
GOVT FORECLOSED homes from pennies 
on $1. Delinquent tax. REO*s. Your area. Toil 
Free (1) 800 898 9778 Ext. H 2076 for current 
listings. 
Happy 20th Birthday 
to Wendy La pun 
INTERESTED IN TEACHING? 
ThenappfyebeaUNIV toofadlitaun 
Open to everyone! 
Applications available at 
Tha Office of Student Ule. 
405 Saddlemire Student Services Bldg 
Ouesnons. Call 37? 2843 
or 
Attend kilo session on 10/29 or 10/30 
al6pmat111 BA Building 
Applications deadline: November4,1996 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S SIN 
GLES RACQUETBALL ■ OCTOBER 30: 00- 
REC WALLYBALL - NOVEMBER 5. ALL EN- 
TRIES DUE BY 4 00PM ON DUE DATE 
KD-LILANGIE'KD 
I'm so excited tor tonight' 
Well make a great pair. 
Everything will be just right. 
See you there' 




Friday. October 28th 
7OO-10O0pm 
Featunng 
■ Simon The (Not So) Great Magician 
BGSU Graduate 
Saxophone Quartet 
-Guitarist Ming Fal So 
Food. Fun. entertainmentl 
Community o! Chrlet 
1124 E   Wooeler 
Phone 352-5101 
Coffee by Grounds tor Thought' 
KO'KD'KD'KD 
The sisters ol Kappa Delta would like to thank 
our wonderful sisters of tie weak, Lauren Fisk 
and Karen McCann. You guys are domg great' 
KD'KD'KD'KD 
KD • LAURA HOLTER » KO 
Lil Laura. 
Fnally the day has come for you to Ind out 
who I am. I can't wait until I'm revealed and 
welcome you into your awesome family I We're 
all so sidled! See you tonight! I love my Lilt 
Love you Big??? 
KD * LAURA HOLTER' KD 
KD * UL ANGELEENA M • KD 
Only a lew more hours until we linaJfy get to 
hug each other and have funl Yeehl Have a 
wonderful day I 
I love my L.! 
Love, you big??? 
KD • UL ANGELEENA M ■ KD 
KD'LIL ANDREA-KD 
My lil Andrea, do you know who I am yet? Just 
a law more hours and you will see what an 
awesome pair we will be! 
Love, your Big?? 
KD-LIL ANDREA-KD 
KD" LIL BOBBIE-KD 
Get excited! Only a lew more hours 01 the final 
puzzle piece cornea together and you Ind out 
who I ami 
Love, your Big?? 
KD-ULbOBBIE-KD 
KO'LILKRISTEN-KD 
I'm your big and you wil see in a few hours who 
I might bet 
I love my little 
Love, your big?? 
KD-ULKRISTEN-KO 
KD-ULKATHA-KD 
FOUND: One little who is caring and outgoing 




KD-UL MELISSA • KD 
Soon you wil tea 
who your Big win bel 
Gat E idled' 
Love, your Big?? 
KD'UL MELISSA'KD 
KD • UL MISSY • KD 
I am so eiated I just cant waiti Meet at tie 
house, please dont be tale' Come be a pan ol 
our Kay-Dee family tee and what a lovely par 
we wil bel 
Love, your big?? 
KD • UL MISSY • KD 
KD-UL MELISSA C-KD 
Today is the day I Can you quess who I am yet? 
Youli find out soon enoughl 
I love my Lil Moxtsal 
Love, your big??? 
KD'UL MELISSAC'KD 
KD-LITTLE AMY "KD 
The bme is so near 
b-gylittle is here 
So just wait and see. 
what a great family you have 
in KOI 
ItovemyHDel 
Love, your big??? 
KD-LITTLE AMY-KO 
KKG • KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA * KKG 
Congratulations to our members ol the 
1996-1997 Dance Marathon Team: 
Robin Relay: Family Relations Chair 
Amy Schuller Financial Chair 
Dana Dempsey. Special Promotions 
Jenny Burns A Missy Sears. Family Relations 
Beth Bender Event Management 
Stacy Woile Catering 
Ermry Goubeaux 6 Amanda Groan Finance 
Kriaty Sheldon t Kely Woods: Communica- 
Dona 
Janelle Console 6 Shelly Sbrocchi: Morale 
Jessica Arquette   8 Lindsay   Read:  Dancer 
Group RepresentaDves 
KKG - KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA - KKG 
KKG•KKG•K KG•K KG■KKG■KKG•KKG 
Tha sisters ol Kappa Kappa Gamma would 
like to congratulate Heather Hoy on her en- 
gagement toMsrk Mechln. a recant graduate 
of General Motors Institute in Flint Michigan 
We wish you ths basil 
KKG'KKQ-KKO'KKG-KKG•KKG■KKG 
LIL * KATIE' UL 
Tonight's the night youll find out what be ing a 
little « all about' You and I are the perfect pair. 
Many memories we wil share) Come to tie 
house and you wit sea exactly who your big 
wil bel 
Love, your big?? 
KD-UL'KATIE-UL-KD 
Partners to play tennis with needed. WII play at 
Field House. Cat 353-2022. leave message on 
answering machine.  
Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu 
Congratulations Melissa 
and Kely. Phis ol tha weekl 
Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu 
SENIOR PICTURES ■ NEXT WEEK 
Starting next Monday, Carl Woll Studios wil be 
back on campus taking senior porraita. Cal 
The KEY Yearbook at 372-8086 to schedule 
your sitting. Do it earfy and avoid wamng in 
linoll  
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORIES 
are available in tha Office of Student Life. 
These directories contain phone numbers, ad- 
dresses end contact people tor the registered 
campus organizabDna. You can get your copy 
while supplies last in tie Office of Student Lite. 
405 Saddlemire Student Services 
GET INVOLVE Dl 
THE 1998 KEY YEARBOOKS 
ARE HEREIN 
Stop by the yea/book office at 28 West Hal to 
pick-up yours. If you didn't order one yet. you 
ami can. Yearbooks cost $23 95 end can be 
charged through the Bursar 
Tha Homecoming T-SNrt Order la mill 
You can pick them up m 330 university Union 
(OSA) from October 23 - November 1 Sam 
•5pm. Call 2-2343 for questions.  
Today is the last day to get 
FREE TRAINSPOTTING passes 
si the WFAL office 120 West Hail 
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADOR APPLICANTS 
The deadline tor appticatons has 
been extended to 5:00pm on 
MonOay. October 28in Please 
return your appiicationa to the 
Mietl Alumni Cantor 
USG-USG-USG-USG 
Attention All Orgsnlzatlona! 
USD has Organizational Seoul Avelleblel 
*Heve your voice heard 
'Communicate your events to the 
student body 
Applications available m 
404 or 405 Student Services 
Deadline as Octobar 25 at SpmAny ffft call 
2-8116 
Apply Nowl 
USG • USG ' USG • USG 
WANTED 
1 female sublsassr needed tor Spring D7. 2 
bedroom apt. own room 1 1/2 bath 
$207.50rmo . gas 6 etec Betsy 354-6127. 
1 Female sublessor needed for Spring "9/ 
$190.month * util.. turn .across from campus. 
Free Cable Cal Kate al 352-4267. 
Attention Trekklee! 
Woodland Malt Cinema 5 needs your help. 
"Star Trek: First Contact" opens on Nov. 22 
and we need your assistance to make it a 
smashl Call Chns at 353-6275 tor all the do 
tails  
Campbell Hill Aptel 
2 subteasers needed for Spnng 
Call now 353-7109 
Please Donate Toys 
For Whom: The Disabled Children ol the Sun- 
shine Children's Home 
What. New/Fairty New Toys 
When: Wed 10723-10/30 
Where: Drop-off Box at Fire Station on Thurstm 
Av». 
Need ideas or any questions, please call Liz at 
354-3206 
Thank Youl 
Sublease/ needed for nice one bedroom 
Apt located nght downtown. Unfurnished 
Call Cindy © 352-8256 
Subteasers needed for spring 97   Close to 
campus, n interested call Donna at 354-7131. 
HELP WANTED 
f 1 Awesome Tripe! Hundreds of Students 
Are Earning Free Spring Break Trips A 
Mousy! Sell S Tripe A Go Freel Bahamas 
Cruise $279, Cancun A Jamaica 838S. Pan- 
ama Clty/Daytona $119! 
www.sprlngbreaklravel.com 
1-800-678-6366 
$1000 POSSIBUE TY PING 
Part Bme At home. Ton Free (1) 600 989-9778 
SxLT-2076tortstings  
Looking lor a career and not just a job? Provid- 
ing cere and training » adults with mental to 
tardatxm/devetoprnantal disabilities is a re 
warding end challenging career opportunl^r. 
Several part time and sub positions now aval- 
able staring at $7 55 per hour Part bme posi 
Bone after 90 days wit receive $.9 05 - 
t$14.77/hr based upon experience Sick leave 
and vacation benefits tor pan Bme employees 
Experience not required Part Bme positions 
available in Bowing Green, Portage and Wal 
bridge. Application may be obtained from tie 
Wood County Board ol MR/DO. Entrance B. 
11160 E. Gypsy Lane Road. BG. 8 00am - 430 
pmEOE. 
$1000'e POSSIBLE READING BOOKS 
Part Bme Al Home Toll Free (1)800-898-9778 
Ext. R-2076 tor lisBngs. 
ASSEMBLERS Exoslent income to assemble 
products at home kilo 1-504-646-1700 0£PT. 
C4+6255 
Looking tor strong business minded entre- 
orensurs to |Oin our team m the fastest growing 
indusiy. list reaching Ohio It you are a SE- 
RIOUS, business onented person and teel you 
are worth $500.00 a day. pleaee contact Todd 
or Sonya at 472-3325 
l 
Mr  Spots is now htnng lull Bme sanwich prep 
hours 11-SM-F.Appty in person 2-7 M-F 
NATIONAL PARKS 
HIRING 
Postons are now available at 
National Parks. Forests A 
WikJhle Preserves 
Excellent benefits A bonuses! 
Cell: 1 -206-971 -3620 ext NSS447. 
Needed Babysitter lor Monday nights and 
Tuesdey/Thurs after school Immediately Cal 
Michelle 352-9864.  
NOW HIRMG: Lileguards. headguards. man- 
agers, supervisors. Flex, hrs , compeBBve pay 
Excel, work exp. Cenncaion avail. Call today. 
MetropoHan Pool Service Co. 216741 9451 
The Toledo Country Club 
Now hiring waiters, waitresses and banquet 
help. F/T. P/T days and evening. Cal Chris al 
41936? 3416 to schedule tor interview. 
THE TOP SUMMER POSITIONS 
ARE FILLING NOW. 
Our company wil be hiring BGSU students 
who are looking to bued an extensive resume. 
earn an internship end gam valuable expen- 
ence in Marketing. Management. Sales and 
General Business Earn $8,000-$8,000 next 
summer working in the areas of Sylvania. Per 
rysburg, Toledo or Maumee. Positions wil be 
filling quickly. For more information about 
these opportunities call QTP at 
1 800 356 5987 
FOR SALE 
'86 Honda Accord. Good condition. 
Loaded. $3,000 o bo. 
Call 354-2811 
87MAZADA626LX 
4 door. 5 speed. Radio/cassette  Power eve- 
rything. Great condition 105.000 miles. Asking 
for $2,999/060 Cal 353 4345 or leave mea- 
sage 
87 Suzuki soft top 4wd. Ssp. 50k. $3,000 
3529087 
Bundy H Alto Saxophone. 4yrs. old. exc condi- 
Don . case and access included. 
Call 352-8961 after 6pm 
CabxaDaac rambler Kk.$i4S5 
See ALL the channels 
1-800-7 52-1389 
FOR SALE 
AcouaBc/eleciric guitar,  too  wan Marshal 
head and otior misc. gear. Cal lor pnees. 
Greg: 352-2529 
FORD TEMPO -90 Auto, cruise. A/C, Power 
Steering, power locks No rust. EFI, stereo 
cass, $2.500 Call 352 5595  
SEIZED CARS FROM $175 Porsches. Cadil 
lace. Chevys, BMWs Corvettes Also Jeeps, 
4WD's Your eras. Toll Free 1 600 896 9778 
Ext. A-2076 tor current listings 
SEIZED CARS from $175 Porsches. Cadil 
lacs. Chevys. BMWs. Corvettes Also Jeeps, 
4WD's Your area. Ton Free 1-800-2169000 
Ext. A-2076 tor current xssngs. 
The HOTTEST thmg on the marketi Imagine 
calling home without changing your long dis- 
tance services, ever using coins, or paying a 
bill These prepaid long distance calling cards 
allow you to make a call 7 days a week. 24 
hours a day. tor the flat rate of 11.9 cents a 
mini Unbelievable Internatonal savings! Great 
rates on pagers and oell-phones. too Call 
Sonya al 472-3325.  
Tour edition golf dub iron sat. Taylor Made and 
Caltoway woods, bag included. Must sell 
$ 100 Ask tor Bob at 3530486 
FOR RENT 
1 A 2 bdrm. apenments 
Available Now. 
Newlove Rentals ■ 352 5620 
1 bdrm apt 354 8800 
1 bdrm. efAoency Close to campus. 
For sublease in Spring. $2657mo. 
Call 353 0184 
1 bedroom apartment lor rant. 
Ed or Amy 
352 6925 
2 and 3 bdrm houses lor rent 
Call Prelerred Properties at 
352 9378 
FOR RENT 
Suoteaser needed immediately or tor Spnng 
Semester   $180 per month * electric   Greg 
352-2529  
Large 2 bdrm. apis tor rant 
Call Prelerred Properties at 
352-9378 
One bedroom furnished or unfurnished apt. 
East Evers $375/mo 419-669-3036  
Roommate Needed ASAP 
352-9190 
SUB LEASE NOW to August. Current tenant 
employed out of stale You pay $325 for baauB- 
ful, quiet upstairs apt. 1 or 2 bedrooms Perfect 
for gred. student or couple. Great space. Low 
utiii Quiet Steel. Front porch. Of street park- 
ing Such a deal. 354-1633. 
SUBLEASER  NEEDED:   DEC/JAN      AUG 
1997 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT, FURNISHED 
CALL STACI3532135 
Wanted roommates to Nl houses A apts. 
Vsry Close To Campus 
Call 353 0325 
Local musician runs successful record label 
"You can tell who the good bands are. 
They've been out there, they've stuck to it, 
and they're working toward something." 
Edward Shimborske III 




The Back Pages 
There's not too many people 
out there who can claim owner- 
ship of their own regional enter- 
tainment empires by their mid- 
twenties, but local musician and 
entrepreneur Edward Shimbor- 
ske III is one such man. 
Shimborske, a 26-year-old Ohio 
native and Toledo resident, 
created Sin Klub Entertainment 
with his now Cleveland-based 
partner Michael Seday in 1991 
when the two met at the Univer- 
sity of Toledo's radio station 
WXUT. 
At the time, Seday was running 
his own local music program on 
WXUT, and he quickly became 
friends with Shimborske after 
Shimborske approached him 
about playing some of his own 
music on the show. 
Their friendship became so 
solid that Seday invited Shimbor- 
ske into the music department, 
and the duo soon began working 
together reviewing and pro- 
gramming music for the station. 
It was during this time when 
the two came across the now se- 
mi-legendary   demo   from   the 
Cleveland-based thrash band En- 
viromental Hazzard. Shirborske 
and  Seday  were  so impressed 
with the band (and so sick of con- 
stantly saying "Someone should 
put this record out" about the 
various  demos  they  saw  pass 
through their hands) that they 
started Sin Klub Entertainment. 
A short time later Sin Klub Re- 
cords released their debut album 
"One Stands Alone" by Enviro- 
mental Hazzard (who has since 
broke-up and  reformed with a 
new   sound   under   the   name 
STUDBULL'S    DISCO    BIS- 
CUITS). 
The rest, as they say, is history. 
After  releasing  a  few  more 
tapes and discs Sin Klub Enter- 
tainment expanded its horizons 
to magazine publishing, resulting: 
in a free monthly magazine titled 
"The Glass Eye." 
Still in publication and as popu- 
lar as ever, "The Glass Eye" is 
Shimborske III 
available every month in local 
record stores and other local en- 
tertainment-based outlets and 
clubs (such as The Shed) 
throughout Bowling Green, 
Toledo, Cleveland, Chicago and 
Detroit. 
To date. Sin Klub Records has 
put out approximately 14 
releases, including two regional 
compilations, as well as albums 
by bands such as PORN FLAKES. 
(the now-deceased) Moby Jane, 
Five Horse Johnson, Crashdog 
and Shimborske's own project 
The Thessalonian Dope Gods. 
Unlike many (if not most) re- 
cord labels currently out there, 
Sin Klub doesn't exclusively sign 
bands of certain musical genres. 
As a result Sin Klub's current 
roster of active bands includes 
one blues band (Toledo's Five 
Horse Johnson), two hard-core 
bands (Pittsburgh Section 31S 
and Chicago's Crashdog), one ska 
band (Pittsburgh's Bunjee Ja- 
mbo), one industrial band (the 
Toledo/Chicago partnership of 
The Thessalonian Dope Gods), 
two metal bands (Toledo's False 
Face Society and Chicken Dog), 
and one satirical and theatrical 
rap/metal fusion band (Toledo's 
PORN FLAKES). 
In recognition of the achieve- 
ments of Sin Klub Entertain- 
ment, as well as those of the 
Northwest Ohio music scene 
over the past year, tomorrow will 
mark the birth of the first ever 
"All-Freaks Ball" in downtown 
Toledo. 
The "All Freaks Ball," which is 
a sequel to both last year's SKE- 
Ball '95 and Ink Jam *94 (a tatoo 
and body piercing expo), kicks- 
off tomorrow night at 6:00 at The 
Asylum in downtown Toledo. 
Due to the joint sponsorship of 
Sin Klub Entertainment and Lady 
Luck Tatoos, the "All-Freaks 
Ball" will be a celebration of both 
local music as well as tatooing 
and body piercing. 
Last year SKE-Ball '95 drew a 
crowd of over 1,000 people in two 
nights of horrid weather, and Ink 
Jam '94 drew 500 local body-art 
enthusiasts. 
,\l\  A[7\  ATA AI'A AIA AIA  AIA  AIA  AIA AIA 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTAS 















































Scallops • Clams • Shrimp • Alaskan Tottock. • "Baked fish 
& our special recipe Clam Chowder. Also includes c ample te 







CmWIuits^ttml • ■HaniCanWIap KouiU••Diulusi "Poutou • 'MakiU 
Volaloti w/Qravy • Loiogna  •ScramiUdl^gs •Sauta/ft • •'Hath 'Browni 
•Mmi Muffou 'Swat tsOt 'Souf <r Salad ttouut 'Bar'AndMOXfl 
**  ,     .—. —   Students & __ 
J»7    2^   SMIOT       06.9S 
M •^eF   Kids 4-11    0S.9S 
■or Reservations Call: 3 72-2235  'Kids 3 & Under eat free! 
\\  \ Al  \ W  \ AIA AI'A AIA 
Meat Card Accepted 4:30 ■ 7:00 pm 
•Big Charge Accepted11:30 am - 1:30pm & 4:30 ■ 7:00pm 
Along with performances by 
PORN FLAKES, Five Horse 
Johnson, Chicken Dog, False 
Face Society and Hogscraper, a 
number of tatoo and body- 
piercing compitions and contests 
will be held throughout the even- 
ing. 
"Nothing else is really going on 
[in the local club scene] Saturday 
night. I guess no one wanted to 
book a show against us." Shim- 
borske commented with a slight 
sense of pride in his voice. 
Observant onlookers may have 
come to notice that Hogscraper, 
a regionally reknowned banjo- 
fronted horror trio from Cincina- 
tti, are playing at the "All-Freaks 
Ball" even though they're not 
signed onto Sin Klub Records. 
"Hogscraper is a band we're 
trying to woo." Shimborske ex- 
plained. "We're so caught-up in 
all these other projects that we'- 
re not sure if we can fund their 
next release, but it's been talked 
about, and we're going to sit 
down at the table in the next 
month or so and see what we can 
do. They've shown some interest 
in working with us, and we've 
shown plenty of interest in work- 
ing with them, so if the marriage 
can be made, it will happen." 
"They're kind of like the bas- 
tard cousin of the Sin Klub fami- 
ly. They're not really part of the 
family ... they just wander in 
drunk every now and then and 
cause trouble." Shimborske 
revealed, vouching for the 
tounge-in-cheek group that was 
once described as a "Satanic jug- 
band." 
Over the next year Shimborske 
plans to have the Sin Klub bands 
get out on the road more, ventur- 
ing to cities they have not fo- 
cused on as much in the past ... 
including Bowling Green. 
"PORN FLAKES have been 
getting a lot of phenomenal 
shows. They've got some more 
dates with GWAR, and they're 
going to be playing with The 
Spudmonsters in Cleveland on 
November 2. Chicken Dog went 
over very well In Cincinatti, and 
False Face Society will be out on 
Chicken Dog 
the road touring to support their 
new disc that just came out yes- 
terday ... They're all going to be 
touring. [The Sin Klub bands] 
have gone as far South as Florida, 
as far West as Chicago, and as far 
North as New York." Shimborske 
commented. 
Sin Kub Entertainment already 
has its release schedule partially 
prepared for next year, and up- 
coming releases Include the third 
regional band compilation in the 
"Exposed" series (tenatively ti- 
tled "Exposed 3-D"), a compila- 
tion that will feature a number of 
the area's underground rap art- 
ists (a compilation that Simbor- 
ske warns "is not going to be for 
the faint of heart"), a new seven 
inch from the local blues sensa- 
tion Five Horse Johnson, the 
sophmore effort from The Thes- 
salonian Dope Gods, and a new 
Crashdog CD that is going to be 
produced by Steve Albini of Nir- 
vana, Bush, and Big Black fame. 
It's no secret that Shimborske 
is extremely in touch with the 
local and regional music scene, 
and when asked about what 
bands he's got his eyes on for 
"Exposed 3-D" Shimborske in- 
stantly began to rattle off a se- 
ries of names. 
"There are a lot of [local] 
bands out there that are really 
good that we'd like to get on the [ 
Exposed 3] compilation ... Rib- 
cage Houdinis are a good band, 
Omaha is a band I'm really into... 
All Hall Me and Liquor Box are 
both very good bands ... then 
you've got stuff like Social Decay 
... Saul... The Clan ... Hogscraper 
... Gone Daddy Finch and Vambo 
Marble Eye ... Anna's Mom ... 
Evolotto ... Tomorrow's Clown ... 
Mark Mikel. You can tell who the 
good bands are. They've been out 
there, they've stuck to it, and 
they're working toward some- 
thing." 
The ••All-Freaks Ball" starts at 
6.-00 PM tomorrow night, with 
bands starting at 8O0 PM. Ad- 
mission is $5, $4 if you wear a 
costume. Questions and/or con- 
cerns can be directed to The Asy- 
lum at (419)243-4446- 
VN Howard's Club 14 ^ 
-CS?i 210 N Main 352-9951*   *   P^^^ 
C^^       FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
Rizzo 
3and Starts at 10:00pm 
I'Pool     'Video Games    -Electronic Darts 
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Trainspotting' returns 
Aaron Wtlsbrod 
The Back Pages 
For those of you who missed It 
the first time around, the under- 
ground smash-hit film "Trains- 
potting" will be making a special 
return appearance at the Cla-zel 
theater In Bowling Green tonight 
and tomorrow night 
"We've been preparing for this 
for several weeks," commented 
WFAL Special Events Coor- 
dinator John Riccardl. "It took a 
lot of time to coordinate and set 
up the event between WFAL, 
Finders, the Cla-zel Theatre, and 
Capitol Records." 
Although a lot of hard work and 
dedication has been necessary to 
ensure that this weekend's 
events run smoothly, Riccardl 
felt very prlvleged to be able to 
help bring the film to Bowling 
Green. 
"WFAL leaped at the chance to 
do this because the film's sound- 
track is Incredible, and we've 
been giving It a lot of airplay. We 
feel the music on the soundtrack 
is really representative of our 
format - it was a bonus to be able 
to sponsor the film's return to 
BG," Said Riccardl. 
The film, which focuses on the 
lifestyles of five heroine addicts 
in Scotland, will be playing at the 
Cla-zel theater tonight at 10:30 
and tomorrow night at Midnight. 
Unlike most movies shown at 
the Cla-zel, however, tickets for 
'Trainspotting" are free, but 
only available through two select 
locations: Finders Records on 
Main Street and the WFAL radio 
station (which is located In 120 
West Hall). 
Tickets will be available at 
Finders until their supply of 
tickets runs out, while WFAL will 
only be distributing tickets from 
noon to 6:00 PM Friday. After 
that, all of WFAL's remaining 
tickets will be taken to Finders. 
Futhermore, there were more 
passes printed than there are 
seats at the Cla-zel, so it has been 
recommended that people who 
plan on seeing the film arrive at 
the theater early. 
"We're expecting a full house 
for both screenings. In fact, we'll 
probably have to turn a lot of 
people away at the door," Ric- 
cardl explained. 
'Trainspotting" has been mak- 
ing similar return appearances 
throughout the country, and Ric- 
cardl explained that all parties 
involved are extremely excited 
about the film's return to Bowl- 
ing Green. 
"Capitol Records approached 
us about staging this event in 
Bowling Green. They've done 
similiar free screenings in big- 
ger markets like Ann Arbor and 
Cleveland, as well as other big 
cities all over the country, so it's 
really exciting that they were 
even Interested In doing this in a 
small mid-western college town 
like BG." 
"We've been 
preparing for this for 
several weeks. It took 
a lot of time to 
coordinate and set up 
the event between 
WFAL, Finders, the 




Raffles for free "Trainspot- 
ting" merchandise are going to 
be held before each showing, and 
even people who aren't admitted 
in to the theater to watch the film 
can enter the raffle. 
As an added Incentive for the 
highly devoted •Trainspotting" 
fans out there, a chance to win 
extra prizes will be garnished to 
attendees who bring a copy of 
each of the five different 
'Trainspotting" flyers scattered 
throughout the town and campus 
to the theater. 
Winners will not have to be 
present at the time of the draw- 
ing to recieve their prizes. 
Finders will also be selling cop- 
ies of the movie's soundtrack at 
the theater before and after the 
show for people who are inter- 
ested in acquiring it. 
Although the show doesn't 
even offically begin until tonight, 
Riccardi reported that response 
to the event has already been 
overwhelmingly positive. 
"We hope to do several more 
events like this one - WFAL 
might be ranked one of the best 
college radio stations in the coun- 
try, but we're nothing without 
our listeners. This is Just our way 
of giving back to the communi- 
ty." 
STOMP rocks Toledo 
using 'trashy' music 
Aaron Welsbrod 
The Back Pages 
When I was but a wee lad I 
used to get a practically unholy 
Joy out of beating pots and 
pans together In what could 
best be described as a pre-s- 
chooler's attempt at music. 
As time dragged on, I soon 
learned that the sounds I made 
could be broadened and ma- 
nipulated by Incorporating ob- 
jects such as clothespins, metal 
and wooden spoons, and other 
various household objects into 
the mix. Before I knew it, I be- 
gan considering myself the 
most happening 3-year-old in 
Dunbridge, and seldom a day 
passed when my mother 
wouldn't have to strip me of 
my pot-and pan rhythm sec- 
tion. 
Fast-forward 18 years: Here 
I am, only a few miles from 
Dunbridge, slaving away be- 
hind a 12-year-old word pro- 
cessor In a desperate attempt 
to meet my deadline; while a 
group of very talented dancers, 
actors and musicians from the 
UK are recieving international 
fame for performances simi- 
liar to the same ones I put on in 
my kitchen when I was title. 
OK, so maybe STOMP's 
shows are a little more In- 
volved and intricate than my 
youthful solo performances 
were... 
OK, OK ... I admit It. 
STOMP's performances are a 
lot more complicated than my 
youthful solo performances 
were. 
Formed as STOMP In 1991, 
the traveling entourage of per- 
formers creates some of the 
most phenomenal and amazing 
music Imaginable by using "in- 
struments" that Include plastic 
tubing, boxes of matches and 
trashcan lids. 
In fact, the troupe goes 
through a list of materials per 
week that includes 20 brooms, 
40 gallons of water, six wooden 
poles, five Sunday New York 
Times, 30 pounds of sand, sev- 
en mop heads and 10 garbage 
can lids. 
Include some steel sinks with 
draining boards on shoulder- 
straps, a couple of steel and 
plastic oil drums, and eight 
very entusiastic performers, 
and you've got STOMP. 
This past weekend STOMP 
made their second set of ap- 
pearances at the Stranahan 
Theater in Toledo within the 
past year, and yet again they' 
performed to a capacity and 
enthusiastic crowd. 
Performing for an hour and a 
half straight, the performance 
started with a lone tank top- 
clad man sweeping the stage. 
As he conducted this activity, 
he suddenly discovered a dis- 
tinct rhythm in the sound his 
broom makes as he runs it 
across the stage floor... and it's 
a rhythm he starts to explore. 
See STOMP, page pa** 9. 
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Senior Portraits Are Coming Back! 
Starting next Monday Oct. 28 Carl Wolf Studio will be 
taking Senior Portraits on campus. 
Call the yearbook office at 372-8086 to schedule 
your sitting. 
Portraits taken from 10 am -1 pm and 2 pm - 6 pm daily. 
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Ska-rock band The Urge tours as way of life 
Aaron welsbrad 
The Back Pages 
It's no secret to anyone who 
likes music that ska is the up- 
and-coming music jaunra that 
will probably be the next "big 
thing." 
But as a guitar player in a ska 
band out of Pittsburgh once told 
me, "Ska is a very limited style 
of music... You've got to combine 
It with something else." 
I highly doubt that The Urge, a 
ska-influenced septet hailing 
from St. Louis, has ever met the 
Pittsburgh-based ska guitarist I 
spoke with about ska a few 
months ago, but they undoubted- 
ly subscribe to the same musical 
philosophy. 
Rather than blending ska with 
just one other style of music, 
(such as punk/ska sensation 
Goldflnger, who combines ska 
with punk). The Urge combines 
ska, jazz, reggae, pop, funk, rock 
and dance to create a very well- 
crafted style of music that has 
been appeasing music-lovers 
across the country for about the 
past nine years. 
The result of the unique blend 
of music styles has gained The 
Urge both a musical style they 
can (and do) honestly call "all 
their own," as well as opening 
slots for bands ranging from The 
Mighty Mighty Bosstones to Pub- 
lic Enemy to Fishbone to RUN 
D.M.C 
As anyone who has seen The 
Urge live can attest to, the band's 
Incredibly upbeat and out of con- 
trol live shows have helped 
rocket them to success, but an- 
other key factor has been their 
numerous tours opening for the 
pop-ska band 311 over the past 
three years. 
"We've had some really big 
shows across the whole nation 
with 311. You couldn't ask for 
anything cooler than that. We 
were an unsigned band out there 
touring and to be able to hook-up 
with something like that is pretty 
incredible." Commented Steve 
Ewing, lead-singer and co- 
founder of The Urge, during a 
recent interview. 
And how exactly did The Urge 
manage to hook-up with such a 
large status band? 
They simply happened to meet 
311 in Mississippi, and then again 
later in Atlanta. Their blossom- 
ing friendship resulted in talks of 
touring together, and before long 
the two bands began embarking The Urge 
STOMP 
on nation-wide touring stints. 
This In turn helped The Urge's 
record sales even more, and their 
last self-released disc ("Reciev- 
ing the Gift of Flavor") sold 
20,000 copies ... and that was be- 
fore the band signed to Sony Re- 
cods and had the disc re-released 
with an extra song. 
"We talked to a lot of labels ... 
but [Sony Records] was pretty 
much the one that had it going on. 
Everyone there was cool, every- 
one was progressive, and they 
got what we were doing and 
where we were coming from." 
Explained Ewing when asked 
why they finally chose to sign 
with the Sony/Epic label. 
Although "Recieving the Gift 
of Flavor" is The Urge's first 
major-label release, the band has 
actually been releasing albums 
since 1989, and has four albums 
under their collective belts to 
date. 
"I'd like to make a compilation 
or something like that in the fu- 
ture ..." Ewing confirmed when 
on the topic of the band's past 
releases, which are currently 
discontinued. 
The band also acknowledges 
that heavy, seemingly non-stop 
touring has also helped them 
reach the mainstreanm sucess 
they are finally starting to expe- 
rience (their video for the song 
"Brainless" has just started to 
recieve play-time on MTV's 120 
Minutes as well as "The Box"). 
The Urge currently has plans 
to tour constantly until Christ- 
mas, at which time they'll be 
taking a short break to catch-up 
on some rest and relaxation. 
Although some bands don't like 
to go on long and involved tours 
to strange and far away lands, 
Ewing practically thrives on it "I 
love it." Ewing exclaimed when 
asked about his feelings on re- 
lentless touring. "I was Just home 
for two days, and that was cool. It 
was just enough time to say 'Hi' 
to my mom and friends and to 
take care of some business and 
then get back on the road again. 
If I'm home too long I start to 
lose my mind ... I start to get an- 
tsy and go crazy." 
Not forgetting his own band's 
humble beginnings, Ewing was 
also willing to offer some words 
of advice to other "underground" 
bands out there. 
"Keep doing it. Don't give up, 
just keep playing. It took us nine 
years to get a record deal, and 
getting a record deal isn't always 
the biggest thing in the world 
anyway. 
Continued from page 9. 
Within a few minutes a second 
performer joins the first per- 
former on stage sweeping. He too 
discovers that a certain groove 
can be found In his sweepings. 
Soon a third sweeper finds his 
way on to the stage, followed by a 
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and 
eighth. Within moments the 
whole squad of stage sweepers 
are busting out their own little 
beats, and before the crowd knew 
it they were all tapping their col- 
lective feet to the catchy (and 
now combined) rhythm. 
The second piece consisted of a 
matchstick-maraca (macarana, 
not macerena) showdown, and 
this little ditty quickly blended 
Into a interactive clap and stomp 
(stomp, not STOMP) Interactive 
that came to include all eight of 
the   STOMPsters   clapping, 
TOBYS PARTY 
OASIS 
(State Liquor Agency) 
"Meeting all your 
party needs" 
stomping  and   dancing   across 
sand. 
Other pieces of Interest In- 
cluded mops, dust pans, sticks, 
wooden poles, saws, Zippo-style 
lighters, wooden crates and, of 
course, garbage cans. 
Ahhh yes... the garbage cans. 
The final performance STOMP 
put on before their encore was an 
incredible collaboration I've be- 
come accustomed to affection- 
ately calling "Ode to the Trash- 
can." 
This final blow-out perform- 
ance Involved all eight perfor- 
mers on stage "playing" various 
trashcans, trashcan lids, plastic 
and steel oil drums and various 
other trashcan-related objects in 
a musical performance that has 
to be experienced to be believed. 
STOMP  has  won  awards  all 
across the globe too numerous to 
list (believe me, I tried it) and 
has most recently recorded mu- 
sic for the 'Tank Girl" movie 
soundtrack. 
Do yourself a big ol' favor and 
check STOMP out the next 
chance you get. It's money well 
spent, as well as an experience 
you'll never forget. 
MEET THE FALCON 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM 
SPONSORED m synw&v 
/•SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27"ANDERSON ARENA" 
"INTERSQUAD SCRIMMAGE-5:00 P.M." 
"MEET-THE-TEAM - 6:00 P.M." 
"$3.00 ADMISSION" 
Watch the team scrimmage and meet the players and staff of the 
1996-97 Women's Basketball Team. 
Admission includes Pepsi, a Subway Sandwich, and a Blue 
Ribbon photo of the squad in which to receive autographs of your 
favorite players. 






Instant & Super Lotto 
1070 N. Main, 353-1551 
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon - Sat 
rrtparc your/cl( for a D■ ojbt of bauDhog/, a/ 
tbc   bry both pre/cot/ a 
"Spiritless" 
HALLOWEEN twwu 
8   p. to   •   October   Z6t I)  •   tbc  Amani 
There will be lots of "haunting " games (musical tombstones, skeletal 
eyes, deadly darts, etc), a fortune teller, maddening music, frightful 
food and doomedly dancing.... prankster prizes awarded for creative. 
best, worst, funniest disguises, costumes welcome- but not required. 
and remember... no "spirits" please. 
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KM     KKI     KKI     KKI"   KKT   KKI     KKI     KKI     KKI 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Proudly Announces Our 
Spring 1996 Deans List 
, . •Tirric'.<r'"'r* 
0801 Trlri|i.i|ih liil 
i.n Unit) ~S» 
1419)476 6644 
Vlsi   F.1C   AmEx   Dir.covptAtm 
* Christine Beale 
Cori Brown 




* Julie Fenstermaker 
Robyn Fischer 













* Denotes 4.0 
NOW HIRING DANCERS 
AND WAIT STAFF Congratulations Kappa Smartles!! 
KKI     KKI     KKI     KKI     KKI     KKI     KKI"   KKI'   KKI" 
Singers, Singer/Dancers, 
Musicians & D.J's 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Thursday, October 31,1996 
University of Cincinnati 
Tangeman Center - Great Hall 
Auditions: 4:30 - 6:30 p.m. 
Westerville, Ohio (Columbus Area) 
Friday, November 1,1996 
Otterbein College 
Battelle Fine Arts Center, Dance Studio 
Auditions: 4:30 - 7:30 p.m. 
Youngstown, Ohio 
Sunday, November 3,1996 
Youngstown State University 
Bliss Hall - 3rd Floor 
Auditions: 1:00 - 3:00 p.m. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Tuesday, November 5, 1996 
Bowling Green State University 
University Union - Ohio Suite 
Auditions: 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
• Technicians 
POSITIONS 'Assistant Choreographer 
ALSO          •Costumed Characters 
AVAMABLE    IBerenstain Bears'"! 
• Costumed Shop Personnel 
CALL(419)6272390FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
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BROADCAST   STATIONS 
Young and trie Betnett © 
RealLrre 




-Trairmm Guiding Light |m Slereo) Oprm Winfrey I 
One Ufa to Uve IE 
Days ol Our Uwl 
General Hoepiteli: 
Another World X Co*y 














Baywatcti "Scorcher X Monltl Wilkamt X 
Creaturoe    Wishbone 
Seeeme Street (R) X 
CABLE   STATIONS _^^^_.^^^_ 
PaMProg.   KkfeCale   The Meek    Skysurler 
E.k' 





Deetinoe      Bunnaia 
ABCNawa 
Newa-Lehrer 
Homalmp.   Had-You 
Day i. Date 
Jeoparfly! 
Emtnain 
CopaX      Real TV I 
Charlie B. 
Hard Copy Fan MM 
Unsolved Mytlertet X. 
News-Lthrer 





Boo 10 You Mr. 4 Mrs Smith X 
Boy-World 
WethWk.   Wall St 
WaaHtrk.   Wall St 
X-f«ee(R) (In Stereo) E 
Nash Bndgat (In Stereo) 
Sabrina       OuaVMiX 
Dateline (In Stereo) X 
Election Guide 
Elsclicn Guide 
Millennium Pilot' X 
Movie:** "Leifero/Inrre0u0ion"(i93e,Drama) 
NHL Hockey: Chicago Blackrmks at Detroit Red Wngs. (Live) 
NeweX     Late Show (In Stereo) I 
2IV20X 
Homicide: Lite 
Newt I     iiight»neX|Hollywood 
rA'S'Hl) Tonight Show (In Stereo) 
David Froet 
Wisdom ot Faith 
Sports 
Charlie Row (In Slereo) |Newshour 
Served      IThit ta America 
Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Roeearme 
Richard Bey Pard Prog. 
u.' ^JJMr?'BrT»»«HnnHai 
Saturday Wight Live I  JMovie:*** -SarCrKy'(1890) Pane Wiioer. 
ESPN Terwle: Eurocard Lajon   |sr.i 
kc T»«imnrlar-(I9M)W 
smor r*\ia oorr r^aanapa -FM Round   iPGAGorf. TOUR Champonshr; - Second Round. (Live) 
[Ullrr 
Movie: *• "Arazons'i 1964. Drama) |Movie: ... -SteelMaonoras'(1989)StayFJeatM 
Dreem On  |Mo>te: e'i "Onoa Upon a Crime (199Z, Comedy) 
Sporttoenter 
Moirta:** Tl»lJOeY)do>aia»Je«ri-(i985) ES the NFL (R) X     I Movie: **Vi -V*Ti«*ry"(l995)Oer«elWa«hjrrgwr Movie: ■B»o»roaaOr-(l»96)'R'I 
|WLrl(>c»ry:OK^BIacthWialDerTOI^ Wngs. (Live) X 
[Movie:*** TSftr Cray (IMP)GeneWeder. Politically 
|S|»rlscenter Sportscenter X 
Dream On   ["lloveYov" 
ElacMona   |Comedy 
Wetertportt Workt SC iTriaMon: SchuTir? [Pleyerc Tyson Tranawortd Sport More and Lee Levine College Soccer Weekly Football     [Buckeye NPSL Soccer Cleveland vs. Team TBA. Keeneland   Thor'bred More and Let) levine Cavs High School Footbal 
PhoenU Mytteriee Monsters SCIFI 
USA |MaiorDed  |Ma)orPad [USA. Live JUSAUve    |USA Uve-Love 
Gallery Bradbury GaHc6cet980 Bionic Woman SU MJHIon Dollar Hen 
WlngelE    |WlngaX 
Houee ol Horror Two. Zone    SF Vortei Sightings X Night Stalker X. Sd-Fi Bun [In Space Tsrl.Zone SF Vortex Sightlnge 




13 Ml Home Shopping Spree To Be Announced To Be Announced 
l/s. Farm Report 
Agrlcountry Zoo Today Kipper's POV. SecrctsofCrypt Storm Report 
SSL Animal Adventures Paid Program Paid Program News lor Kids Jungle Cube X New Doug Mighty OucksX Street Sharks I Bugs ATweety BugetTweety Bone Chilian E Gergoyles-GoULth 
S> NBC Newt Wghtttde  Used Cart Nick Newt (In Stereo) Gledunort 2000 Today Make a Ditlerence Day:" women and heart rjsease, Haloween petty. (In Stereo) X Science Guy Sing Me a story K Saved by Bell Hang Time (In Slereo) Saved by BeH California Dreams X 





1:30) Movie: iS 'Wanout Honors" (1932) 
IStraight Talk (Rj        For My People 
Paid Program | Paid Program 
Kidtongt (In Slereo) Shining Time Station Barney A Friends X Puzzle Place (R) I Lamb Chop Parenting WorktIX Race to Save the Planet (In Stereo] X Trailside: Adventure Wild Ohio 
All Doge Go DtnoBabiesX C -Bear end Jamal X BigBedBeetwborgt Casper UnSle-ec ■ Spider-Man X Goo»etjumps:«. 
DynenoDuck Plgetao's Place Kid. Cafe 






Paid Program Paid Program 
NHL Hockey: tocWawkt at Red Wings 
Paid Program 
RacehorteDlgtel(R) 
Movie:*•« 'TheImao»"(l990,Drama) AlbertFmey HI 
College Football 
SciFi Theater 
Pro Football Insider Prime Cutt (R) 




ai. Joe: Extreme 
Paid Program |Monty Python 
[■■-r-r—ri 
SkyOencert Dragon Flyz Animal Advanluree Midwesl Outdoors 
Ule With Louie X X-Men(ki Stereo) X Tick (In Slereo) X 
American Adventurer Sportt Eipretf (R) Auto Show 
Big Bad Beetleborgt 
Sooraconler (R) 
Movie: **** "^ima^ Crackers"(1930) Alrican enpiorerCapt. Spauprig wreaks comic chaos. 
Ultimate Outdoors Fly Fishing Magazine 
Movie: **W "Beae's Kris" (1992) Voces ol FaBon Love. ■PS-13'I Neveranrjng Story X 







Under WiM Strjee 
Wizardry Oil 





Americen Shooter       Outdoor Store 
Mystery science Theater 3000 Samson and the Vampire women"' (R) 
Photo Safari Walker's Cay 
Movie: ■■« "Rictig rVrrTi me Ujon"(1984. Drama) Sean Perm, Elizabeth McGovem. -PG' X 
Greet Outdoors        |College Gameday 
Paid Program TFootbell Foracatt      Sportt 101 
Movie: *** "Vampire HumorD"(1995. Horror) A human-vampve hybrid states bloodsuckers 
Paid Program Paid Program World Wrestling Federation Live Wire 
e the NFL (R) (In Slereo) I 
Col. Football 
Anti-Gravity Room X 
Street Fighter X 
Pro Footbal Weekly 
Odyssey.H. B 
WingCommand 
SATURDAY OCTOBER 26,1996 
_ fiiimiittinraaCT.raM»agi..yttr«M 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD CoMtflt Foottrtl: Syracuse at Boston COJ&QB (Liva) CoWy Fo-mwlt Akbama al Tennessee. (Lr.e) Hiwil    |Fonun> Wedicine Woman Early Edition (in Stereo) walker, Texaa Ranger X Yew* I. Outer Utniti (In Stereo) 
Flash Weekend Paid Prog PGA GoH TOUR Championship - Third Round. X Co»»gaFoorj>etC»ilo Stale al Iowa. (Lirt) EMertainmenl Tonight Videoe Videos Coach X    Coach X Relativity "Fathers" I Newtl Movie    SMpwMM' 
nsideStufl Detroit Tomarkin Horte Racing Breeders' Cup Championship Thoroughbred races Irom Woodbine in Toronto. (Uve) X TBA NBC Newt ITA'S'H X |Cath E»p. Dark Skies (In Ste-eo) X Pretender (in Stereo) X Profiler (In Slereo) X Blossom X Saturday Night Live X 
Eating Well Garden Gourmet Old Houee  Woodahop HomoOmo   Router Wdwright   |Chela Naturaec'n Prime Auttm City Umltt (R| Lawrence Walk Show Carreraa, Domingo, Pavarotti With Levine Great Pertormancea "Carnegie Hal Opening Nght" [Nature X 
Michigan    Wdwright    OW House  Hometlme Workshop   GrUing       Gourmet     Cudna       PakHMg     Painting Garden        Garden Travels Travels Lawrence Wtlk Show Carreraa, Domingo, Pavarotti With Levine: Three Tenors Pavarotu-Haart |Mytteryl: Oliver 
S3 Movie: *•*•» "The Bear"(i9B9) Jack Wallace Movie: "AMI Quarerman and the Los) Ory ry Go<r  Cape "Family Values'I  Xena: Warrior Praicaaa Hercuiei Jrnyt. Seirrleid X [Pragame World Serlee Game 6 - Anania Braves al New York Yankees (In Stereo Uve) Mad TV (R) (In Slereo) X TBA 
CB College Football Itknos al Northwestern uve) |CoHege Footbal Nevada al North Teas. Paid Prog- Paid Prog Entertainert (In Slereo) Mr»io:«*«« V30WW the >V-C 11939 Dramai Clark Gable. Wen Leigh 
Martin X    [Newt 
Tales-Crypt [Taiet-Crypt 
Doug        |Rugrata     |MonaHrt   |Rocko       |Movie:«« TT»6^'(1987. Horror) SiphenDorrl |Movie: ^alwFrOTlrwi^rlisirJe. Trie«<cv»'(I990[ SMtvSMp Voting NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wngs al Boston Bnjms (live) Roseenne 
CABLE    STATIONS 
COM 
ESPN 
Young Comedians |R)    |Tompkina  |A-UatX    | Canned     |Ptov»nza   lAJieokltery mimen 
rjavararJay   |CoBaea Football Perm State at hckana. (Live) 
|Mov»: ..W 71 Takes rwrj"(l989, Comedy) 
Terrnia: Eurocard Open Senior PGA GoH: Kaanapali Classc |Coliege FoottaH: Miami al Wesl Virginia. (Uve) X 
lYoung Comedians (P)    {Canned      [Provenre Dreem On    Dream On 
Footbal Scoreboard 
Kung Fu: Legend Com 
TompUnt  [TlckX 
Tot Love' 
Sportscenter X NFL 
HBO Movie: **'i "Or Jetyland Us Hyde" IMovi*: •« "A/,-neacS"(l994)'PGI3 Movie ....  D-M-;l'ssDl.sv'!19B9rPG X America     IMovie: *** "The Bnrir>wc<«eiolsori Couray"(i99S) 'PG-iyi Movie: "Vamr>rer6Voc«r>Ti'(i995)X|30Stcondt Comedy Hour: Cartel Movie: "If Thate Wats CoM TUTX 
College Football Illinois at NorCiwesierr live) On Courae |Scoreboard College Football Akron al Northern urns (Lye) | Keeneland | Buckeye College Football Marshal at Appalachian State High School Footbal 
Movie: "Trwn>gWThilPtrK*erJArTierica''(1975) Movie: *•* ,7heFunr)ouse"(1981, Horror) Movie:** "Critters !: The Man Course jim)       |Movta: «'^ "OnanrV: TrwAa^antio'11991) Movie: ** Xh*Kenoltl»N0it"{\992. Horror) Movie: t'i "Homlnr; V. The Ftstwlh"(1989. Horror)  | -Hotting 6" 
USA MortalK     [Dragon      | Renegade (In Slereo) 1 Highlander The Settee  |Movle: "WerheJirryii996.D-tmaiLaurenHuiion  |Movie »«« "Haiiow»n"(i978l JarweLeeCums    |Movkt:t* Tt»AoweanriT98i| JameleeCurtt.   | Pacific BtueOn Steracl Weird Set  |Duckman   |Movie:...-He»rjise--(i9e7. Horror) 
SUNDAY 
1     5 AM     1      5:30      1     6 AM     1      6:36      1     7 AM     1      7:36      1     6 AM     1      8:30      1     9 AM     1      9:30      1    10 AM    1     10:30     1    11 AM    1      11:30 
CD Home Shopping Spree Shop Spree To Be Announced Power lor Uving Day ol Discovery X Kenneth Copeland (m Slereo) Sunday Morning X |       |      ^M|    ||     || |    Ml     |   |      | ■! 
i* 00) Movie: ..'i "Uace"(i9e7. Drama) Paid Program Paid Program Morning Prayar Paid Program Good Morning America/Sunday X Martha Stewart This Old House (H) X Toledo Up Front       |Tnea Week With Devid BrinUey X              | John Cooper 
m NBC Newt Nghtaido |UaedCart To Be Announced Community Close-Up To Be Announced Book ol Virtues Hour ol Power (In Ste'eo1.5 Feed the Children Jack Van Impe Today Author Michael Blake (In Stereo)! MeetthePreaal 
m Frontjine "Why America Hales the Press" I Legendary Traira (In Stereo) (Pan 4 ol 4) X Kate and Orbit I Barney & Friends u Sesame Street I Magic School BueX European Journal Out ot Ireland Edilora Tony Brown Think Tank 
ej (OH A.) Kidtonge (In Slereo) Shining Tme Station Barney A Friends.« Puzzle Place (R) I Lamb Chop Arthur (In Slereo) X Magic School Bua X Magic School Bua X Litton the Internet I Computer Chtoniclee 
© (OH Air) Otcar'a Orcheetra DinoBabietX Paid Program Jimmy Swaggart James Kennedy Foi Newt Sunday Dan Berry Home Paid Program NFL Rlmt Preeenta Lions Report 
CJU '4 OC) Movie: Golden TV Greats Main Floor Pra. Bodystnae Princeee Gwenevere Strike Force Space Monkeya Siegfried-Roy JumenjiX Mouse A the Monster Incredible Hulk I 8.AD. X Church Services 
ti> Paid Program 11 s Your Business Hour ol Power (In Slereo) X Church ol Today Princeee Gwenevere Strike Force Jumen;i I Mouse A the Monster Incredible Hulk X BAD. X Sktgtried-Roy          | Space Monkeyi 
CAE LE   STATIONS 
cum 
ESPN College Footbal. Miami al West Virginia |R) 
rw rrogrem 
Scholastic Sot 
raranogrem               jmysrwy science i neeier jvw   ineueyeiec 
Sportscenter (R;                                          [Sptedweek (R) 
innriiMB.   {ni 
Intide Sr. PGA Inaide the PGA Tour 
rorracwry mcorren 
NFL Match-Up (R) 




movie:*-! unOBUpona Crime (1992) 
Sportacentar            NFL Countdown 
HBO (4.15)Movie:** "Varr«>ire«Srocvoyn"(i995) Movie:** "flevoiufon" (1985) Cdcmial New Yr^ersr^uwBw freedom Irom England PG' Neverending Story X Wizard of Oz X Family Video Diariet Movie: •• Iran Eagle If" (1968) MisSt piicis alack a Middle Eastern nuclear missile svio PG' Without Pity: Atttrbes 
SC Rodeo: Buenders Onv From Denver. (R) PrkweCutt(R) Futbd MundW (R) SportsFalr America Sportt/haalth Powerrider Paid Program Footbal Forecast PathfinrJar              ]ProFootbamniider   |Pro Football Weekly Coach Bill Cowrier 
SCIFI (3.30) Movie: **W "The Fury"(1978. Horror) Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Pata ProoraiTi Sci-R Buzz (R) Inaide Space (R) I Heartttoppert: Horror at the Movies (R) I 
USA -acts ol Lite e.          [Paid Program C-Net Central Superman Batman Mighty Mai Double Dragon Action Man uTtraforce (In Slereo) Street Fighter « Mortal Korea* Savage Dragon X     |WmgCommand        |Wortd WretBing Federation Superstart 
SUNDAY 
\n M .TOsriiFa M ieR:in M ia-^:an J.T tm^'MEwazwrnKma w, tmmmw^nnrmmhMMtmo.imi.i M IB^TMH M ■■Ljfc'iirrn -27, nmgrn 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
OCTOBER 27,1996 
11 PMI 11:30 112 AM 
CD TBA TBA To Be Announced To Be Announced TBA Little House on the Prairie 1G to Minute* (In Stereo) X Touched by an Angel X EZ Streets "Pilot' (Series Premiere) (In Stereo) (PA) |Newt X     Medicine Woman 
<D Gary Pinkel Bleckney Movie. ..':  Best F-iends"( 1982) Burl Reynolds PGA Golf TOUR Champonsho - Fnal Round. (Live) X ABC Newt Videoe       Videos Lois t Clark-Superman Movie:*** "ParrWGames"(i992.Suspanse)HamsonFordX NowtX Sitkel 
2) NFL on NBC I NFL Football Indianapolis Cats at Washngton Redskns From R.F.K Stadium To Be Announced Powerrider Oeteline (in S'erec) X 3rd Rock      Boston Movie: "JneSecretSneCarr»r (1996) PenGrtui    UtadCart   Editort 
a< Firing Line   Contrary Russell        Rolling        Wisdom ol Faith Market       Adam Sm McLaughlin McLaughlin Nova (In Stereo) X Lawrence Welk Show Legendary Trails (R)X Nature (R) (In Stereo) X Masterpiece Theatre 
|GArlFr 
ofGracel Myatetyl: Over Nature» 
CD 
Hometjme    Workshop Old House   Baking Desserts     |Gourmet      Quilts Sewing Lawrence Welk Show Adam Sm.    Journal Geneeit-Llving Birth ol Europe Nature (R) (In Slereo) X  Masterpiece Theatre AutbnCrlyU»ltt(R) (OflAir) 
Foi NFL Sunday X NFL Football Tampa Bay Buccaneers al Green Bay Packers. (In Slereo Lye) NFL Football: Dallas Cowboys at Miami Dolphins. From Pro Player Stadium X Ptigfl    |Worid Serlee: Game 7 - Attania Braves al New York Yankees. (In Stereo Ive)  |Star Trek: Deep Space 9 |Movle: "HorTa"(i992) 
Auto Show   WallSt Country Clip* 
Movie .. TheUarf(i990)MartrSheen. 
Americana IFtahJeT      ICourt TV    ICoaatGu. American Gladiators X   Extremists   Emergency Star Trek: Voyager X 
Movie: ** -nieiaoyfrom Ye«*amay"(1li8S) Movie: ••• "Tr»«<amMKrias-(1992, Drama) 
Could n Be a Miracle 
Star Trek: Deep Space9 Star Trek: Voyager X 





11.00) Movie: Vnc$" 
' jj.NFLCountdawr. 
Movie: ** I Love You lo oaaci (iw^ MW CTW. \m9ttirir*^a&Mzyi\WQ)ij9n*YiMxt. [Howie: **) ijnceupanaijfwno (iggz, comedy) 
Equestrian Tennie ATP Eurocard Open - Fnal ILPBT Bowling BPAA U.S. Open.       |S^orPQAGo«:Kaanap»iCl-«ic 
Dreamon   i«vte: ** 7love YoutoDeam (1990)KevinWht, 
NFL Primetime 
lT!TCTTlTWfT,^!!^MT!B[IT^aa-P]B'^^'V'^'^^^ '". ''i-l 
Cheerieading Champ.   TGymnaetict: Rock n Roll |Aerobics Ch. Sporitcenter«. 
without     [Movie: "PevmarieYitFte<»o-(l9ee|X  Movie: •««'> "ForresIGump"(1994) Tom Hanks 'PG-UX       IMovie: 1*eFalher. t*eSon"|1987) Movie:«« Iron Eagle II"(1988) Lours Gossett Jr Movie: "The Godfather. ParTH"(l974) The saga ol Bie Corieone enme family contnues.'R'X IMovie: * "FairGame"'R 
College Football Pittsburgh alVirgnia Tech. |J. Patemo |NickSaban [Soccer US Open Cup Fnal (lw) Scoreboard |Buckeye    IABL Basketball: Gkvy al Bhzzard American Sportswomen College Football: Onannati at loutsvrle. 
scin INewEdge  |CNet 
Canterville jChipmunks |Pacrfic Blue tin Stereo)" 
Movie:««»"r*r^GaatYy*(19t38)JoenCrawford.   |Movie:«« ltTumedaflheSlate"(1!iei,Horror) Movie: *« "rVigfitmarBS"(l983) Cnsltia Raines. Movie: «* "Priice ol Darkness" (1987, Horror) Monsters    [Monsters Web ■ New Edge 
USA lt.Me:..-ChilcfsPlayr(1990)AlexVncent        |Movle:.Vi ■Quo"sPlay3"(199l)JuslnWriakn. Movie: *« "Trw Haurrliir;ofSaaclirinn")199t|X Pacific Blue "Lirjhls Oul" (Silk Stalkings (In Slereo) Big Easy "Hotshot" X Slk Stalkings (In Slereo) Reel Wild 
^•S      fL 
You'll find the best deals on 
masks and accessories 
for Halloween at 
 The Flip Side  
The Flip Side 
y&     353-5251 
ejw Woodland Mall 
Cinemark Theatres 
|| CINEMA 5  ™an 
1234 N. Main SI   354-0558 
HrghSchool High (PG-13)) 
1:20 3:22/5:20 725 9:40 
First Wives Club (PG) 
1:103:25 5:35 7:5510:10 
$2.00 Fare 
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age 
▼ 
$1.00 Fare 
rFor Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons & Children 4-13 w/Aduli1 
Transit I.D. Card Required' 
* Available at Grant's Administrator's Office, 
354-6203 
T 
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & 
Group Seating 
T 
Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight 
Monday - Saturday 
BG Taxi Information is available In large print and 
audio tape format upon request. 
Service Area: Bowling Green 
Special Return Engagement! 
Trainspotting 
"TWO THUMBS UP!      ran 
« k*U m*4 anmndtmUInt flkn ■   * 
Friat 10:30 





wHI be riding 
!'..(;. Taxi 
\\',1 iiT'ffi 
Call I hour IIH'OIV 
This service is 
financed in pan 
from operating 
assistance grant 
from ODOT A FTA 
is nretlcd, 
